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A b strac t
Statistical mechanics strives to bridge the gap between different scales of a particular 
physical system, i.e., to obtain the properties of a macroscopic system from knowledge 
of the inter-playing properties of its microscopic elements. To this end, one such method 
is the use of lattice type models where the properties of the entire lattice are calculated 
using a knowledge of the interaction between individual edges or vertices. Lattice type 
models are a simplification of natural systems which are too difficult to solve exactly. 
However, some important properties of natural systems are the same as those calculated 
from simplified lattice versions because of universality. Properties such as free energy and 
entropy are derivable from the partition function. The partition function can be worked out 
exactly when taking the infinite lattice limit. At this limit only the largest eigenvalue of the 
transfer matrix of an integrable model is required. A well used method to find the eigenvalue 
is the Bethe ansatz or algebraic Bethe ansatz. Integrability is associated with having a 
Yang-Baxter equation in a lattice with periodic boundaries (i.e. toroidal topology). For a 
model which has independent boundaries in one direction (i.e. cylindrical topology) the 
Yang-Baxter equation together with the reflection equation guarantee integrability. These 
models also have additional surface properties associated with the boundary which are 
absent in models with periodic, or trivial boundaries.
In this thesis methods of solving the reflection equation and properties of the aforemen­
tioned models with non-trivial boundaries are examined. A new framework for boundary 
integrability for interaction-round-a-face models is introduced as a natural extension of 
that for the vertex models. In particular the dilute A l face model and the series of 
face models associated with the affine Lie algebras A n \  Bn \  C n \  Dn^ and An'* are 
investigated. The first solutions of the reflection equation are given and proved for these 
models. Surface properties such as the free energy and critical exponents are calculated 
and found to agree with predictions from scaling relationships. Recently there have been 
some connections made between lattice models and random tiling models. This connection 
is extended to the area of bounded tiling models through new off-diagonal solutions of the 
reflection equation for A^K  The result is then extended to A n \
i i i
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C h ap te r 1
From  phase tran s itio n s  to  th e  
Y ang-B axter equation
Introduction
This chapter is devoted to a historical introduction of the work that precedes this 
thesis and forms the basis for work with the reflection equation. Various nomenclature 
required later is introduced and parallel fields are touched upon.
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2 From  p hase tran sition s to  th e  Y an g-B axter  equation
T he Details
1.1 M od ern  sta tis tica l m echanics
Theories of nature are ever changing. One of them, statistical mechanics, has branched 
out from its beginnings in thermodynamics, when the Newtonian idea of the universe was 
pervasive, into the realm of quantum mechanics as well as conformal field theory, knots 
and braids and the representation theory of quantum affine algebras.
In statistical mechanics, researchers developed models to try to understand phase 
transitions and critical phenomena. Initially these models were based upon continuum 
theory, later more refined models taking into account the atomic nature of matter and 
quantum mechanics appeared. Numerical calculation for the properties of these atomic 
based models is very testing of modern computational methods and resources. Thus 
analytic and exact solution seems an attractive option if it is possible. This has been 
possible for a small but growing number of models. The techniques of exact solution 
vary, but the technique of transfer matrices and Yang-Baxter equation remains at the 
forefront of these since its use in the solution of the eight-vertex model. With expanding 
techniques come more general models. Solvable models with non-trivial boundaries is 
a natural generalisation. In this thesis, new outgrowth is explored from this branch of 
exactly solvable models in statistical mechanics with boundaries which builds upon the 
transfer matrix technique to involve what is called the reflection equation. We now turn 
to a more detailed exposition leading up to the reflection equation.
P h a se  tra n sitio n s and critica l p h en om en a
The familiar states of matter are solid, liquid and gas. A material may be induced 
to undergo a phase transition from one state to another by accompanying changes in 
conditions such as temperature, pressure, volume and external magnetic or electric field. 
Freezing, condensation, melting as well as ferromagnetic phase transitions at the Curie 
temperature are common examples in everyday life and physics. Statistical mechanics 
studies systems exhibiting such phase transitions and especially the critical phenomenon 
which identifies them. Through solving for the properties of critical phenomenon of models 
which exhibit phase transitions it is believed that the understanding of such phenomenon 
in nature and associated properties of natural materials advances. Mathematically, in 
statistical mechanics, this translates into solving for the critical exponents and thermody­
namic functions using just the knowledge of microscopic properties of the components of 
the system. The first step in the realisation of this is through the partition function.
T h e p artition  fu n ction
The probability of a discrete system (a system that can be one of a number of discrete 
number of states) being in the state o was given by Boltzmann
P(a) = i e- £(<?)/*T (1.1)
Zj
where £(cr) is the energy associated with the state a and A:,T are Boltzmann’s constant 
and temperature respectively. The normalisation Z, introduced by Gibbs [40] , is called
2
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the partition function (Zustandsumme or sum-over-states in German) and is the generator 
of various thermodynamic functions. It follows that
Z  =  Y ,  e~£{<,)/kT (1.2)
G
and the expectation value X  —< |A(cr)| > of some macroscopic property is
I =  V x ( a ) e - W T  (1.3)
G
from which follow expressions for internal energy U, free energy F  and entropy 5 
U = kT 2^TlnZ
F = - k T ln Z  (1.4)
S = k(T$r  + l)lnZ
Critical exponents
Critical phenomena are characterised by the singularities of thermodynamic functions 
and occur at what are called critical values of the temperature, pressure, volume and so 
on1. It is expected that the singularities will be simple positive exponents called critical 
exponents. Taking the common example of critical temperature Tc of a system, we have 
under the translated and normalised temperature
t = (T — Tc) /T  (1.5)
the following definitions of critical exponents ce, /3, 7 , 7 ', <5, /u, p! and u
fsingX0, T) t2-a t —y 0,
M0(T) l - t ) ß t —y 0 ,
X(0,T) r 7 t o+ ,
H ) - y t —y 0 ,
M (H ,T C) H l' s H  -* 0,
s(T) r>*/ i - t r t —^ 0 ,
f(0 ,T) r " t -> 0+ ,
t — 0 ,
ffW r s j r — d+2 — ri 1 ?
( 1 . 6)
where f sing.(H ,T)  is the singular part of the per site or intensive free energy and H 
is the magnetic field strength. The other functions are briefly magnetization M( H, T) ,  
susceptibility x (H , T), interfacial tension s(T), correlation length £(H,T)  and correlation 
function g(r) which is a function of vector distance r between two particular spins of a 
system and d is the dimensionality of the system. These critical exponents are believed to
1 See [16] and references therein
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be related. The use of scaling arguments gives the following predictions which agree well 
with experimental and theoretical results:
a +  2ß +  7' 
u =  z/, (2 -  rf)v
[L +  V
du
2
7
2 - a 
2 - a
(1 .7 )
Going beyond these predictions, the use of lattice models to confirm these scaling relations 
and derive the values of the critical exponents exactly is a major goal of exactly solvable 
model theory. The justification for why the critical exponents of a simple lattice model 
and ‘real’ or ‘natural’ system should be the same goes under the heading of universality. 
Briefly, universality is the supposition that the critical exponents are independent of the 
complexities of the Hamiltonian of a system, only depending upon its symmetries and 
the dimensionality of the system. This allows us to choose and try to solve the simplest 
model in the same universality class of the system we wish to investigate. There are also 
experimental systems which are two-dimensional and hence provide ample justification in 
themselves for the investigation of two-dimensional models.
L attice  and face m odels
If not the first to be investigated, then at least the most intensively studied model from 
which the concepts of exactly solvable models originate is the Ising model first proposed 
by Lenz (1920) and then investigated in 1-D by Ising [50]. It is the only model, so 
far, for which the complete eigenspectrum has been in general solved explicitly. The 
model is based on a lattice of spins cra = ±1 where a is a positional labelling defining 
the lattice, with interaction energies — £(<*, a')aQcrai and energy contributions —Hcra due 
to an external magnetic field. By Dyson [32], no phase transitions exist for the 1-D 
model if all the interactions are finite. However the 2-D model exhibits phase transitions
^ N , N  ^ <?1,N ^ ° 2'N
Figure 1.1: The Onsager lattice, a 2-D Ising model. (Here with toroidal boundary conditions.)
for finite interactions as first shown explicitly in Onsager’s solution [76]. It is believed 
that qualitatively the entire class of models with finite interactions will lead to the same
4
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phase transitions, the difference being only to the class of models with infinite range 
interactions. This convenience allows us to choose the simplest finite interactions WLOG. 
The first exact solution of the 2-D Ising model (H =  0) was by Onsager (1944) using the 
method of irreducible representations of a related matrix algebra to find the eigenvalues 
of the transfer matrix [76]. For two decades after no new major results were obtained 
except mainly the simplifications of the methods used [57]. Onsager’s lattice consists 
of spins <Ja,ß at coordinates (a, ß) of a 2-D lattice. The interaction energies are nearest 
neighbour which means only energies associated with adjacent spins in the x-axis or y-axis 
contribute (taking the usual rectangular coordinate system). Furthermore, taken to be 
position invariant the total energy can be expressed
£ = ~  — H  (1-8)
j,k j,k j,k
where — £x ( — £,y) is the energy associated with two nearest neighbours spins adjacent along 
the x-axis (y-axis). Unfortunately the Ising model was found to belong to a restrictive 
class of free-fermion models which are limited to solutions within their own class. The 
six-vertex model broke out of this restriction.
The six-vertex  m odel
The six-vertex model was first solved by Lieb [66] using the Bethe ansatz method. The 
six-vertex model is an ice-type model defined by the ice rule proposed by Slater [81] on the 
basis of electrical neutrality in the vicinity of an oxygen atom in ice. In ice, water molecules 
(H2O) join due to polar forces to form a lattice in which every oxygen atom is surrounded 
by four hydrogen atoms. This concept is translated into a 2-D square lattice where each 
vertex represents a fixed oxygen atom and each edge represents the position of a hydrogen 
ion with two allowable states. These two states, each represented by an arrow, are common 
to each edge of the lattice and represent the hydrogen ion being symmetrically close to 
one or the other oxygen atom common to that edge, the arrow pointing in the direction 
of the closer oxygen atom. Each vertex can thus have sixteen allowable configurations of 
the edges immediately surrounding it. The ice-rule imposes that arrows pointing into a 
vertex balance those pointing out. With this rule we are limited to six configurations:
Figure 1.2: Arrow configurations, energies and line representations
To these configurations, six distinct lattice site dependent energies £ i , . . . ,£ e  can be 
associated as shown above. The line representation is also shown where a thick line 
represents an arrow pointing left or down. If we impose periodic boundary conditions on 
all sides of the lattice, then one can observe that from row to row, the number of thick lines
5
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remains constant along the vertical edges. We can also take diagonal boundary conditions 
which also have this conservation property (with every second row ‘twisted’ with respect 
to the six configurations shown above as will be explained in more detail later). This 
conservation property was vital to the technique of the analytic Bethe ansatz.
Figure 1.3: Periodic boundary conditions (left) and diagonal boundary conditions (right) for the six- 
vertex model
Before continuing with the partition function of these particular models, let us look 
first at the concepts of partition sums for an arbitrary lattice model.
P a rtitio n  Sum s: from  a v e r te x , to  a row , to  a la ttice
Let our lattice be of dimensions M x N as indicated above. Take any row of this lattice 
then it has N edges above and below, a left edge and a right edge. Let us think of the 
bottom (top) edges as a cumulative edge with a cumulative state being an ordered list of 
states of its member edges. Assume that it is a 2-state model WLOG. Summing along the 
horizontal edges that lie between the vertices, a row can be thought of as a cumulative 
vertex with bottom (top) edge having 2N states and left (right) edge having 2 states.
Figure 1.4: Horizontal dashed edges are summed to give a cumulative vertex on the right with b = 
{ b i , 62 , . . . ,  6m )
The partition sum Z j  of this cumulative vertex can be derived naturally from consid­
ering its constituent vertices and their individual states
ZT{a,a'\b, b') =  exp[-(mi(crT)ei + m2(crT)e2 +  . . .  + rn6{aT)e6)}
<77'(a,a, |6,6, )
where mz is the cumulative vertex state crj dependent number of constituent vertices in 
state i. We can define a two-dimensional vector space V2 associated with the horizontal 
edges and a 2jV-dimensional vector space V2n associated with the vertical edges. From 
this point it is convenient to identify the two states of an edge, thick and thin line, with 
+  and — respectively. The row of edges or cumulative vertex can then be associated with
6
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a monodromy operator on the tensor product V2 <S> V2n . This operator can be represented 
as a monodromy matrix subdivided into four blocks by the states of the horizontal edges. 
Let the entries of this matrix being partition sums Z j  associated with each state of the 
cumulative vertex
The diagonal blocks D++ and D__ correspond to periodic boundary conditions, i.e., when 
the horizontal edge states agree. For line conserving models such as the six-vertex model, 
these diagonal blocks have a diagonal block structure if one groups the vertical cumulative 
states according to how many thick lines they contain. This is because (c.f. above) for 
periodic boundary conditions the number of thick lines is conserved from one row of vertical 
lines to the next. There is a natural extension of the notion of monodromy operator and 
matrix to the entire lattice. In this case all of the internal edges are summed, horizontal 
and vertical, and only the boundaries determine the partition sums. For a two state (per 
edge) model the operator acts on V2m (g) V2n . It is clear that the partition function for a 
vertex model with toroidal boundary conditions is the trace of such a matrix. For a single 
vertex, this notion is immediate and the operator and matrix are commonly referred to in 
the vertex terminology as the R-matrix. To unify this common idea at the different scales 
of vertex, row (or column) and lattice, here it is proposed to call these partition matrices 
with symbols Z r,c and {Zr,c} as described in figure 1.5.
b'
a a'
b
b'
I a'
b
vertex row column lattice
Z1,1^ ,  a'|6, b') Z1’2(a, a'|6, 6') Z2,1(a, a'|6, b') Z2,2(a, a '|6 , b')
Figure 1.5: Partition matrices
It can be easily shown that for a n M x i V  lattice
Z ^ ( a ° , a N\b°,bM) = n ' l y Z 2' V , a ,+1|6?,6ff)
= n ^ ö I Z1'2(a»,af|fr>',V+1)
Where an =  (a™, a2, . . . ,  a\j) for n =  (0 ,1 , . . . ,  N)  and bm =  (6™, b2l) . . . , 6-y) for 
m =  (0 ,1 ,... ,  M). Note that the extension to an arbitrary number of states on each edge, 
as well as to multi-dimensions follows naturally. (See later for 3-dimensional case.)
Solving for the partition function
Known methods used in solving for the partition function are the Pfaffian method 
and transfer matrix methods. The Pfaffian method [58] involves calculating the partition
7
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function directly using combinatorial arguments and Pfaffians, however this only applies 
to a limited range of models (such as the Ising, dimer and free-fermion models).
Of the transfer matrix methods, the fermion algebra method was used by Onsager 
[76] and others to completely determine the spectrum of the transfer matrix for the Ising 
model. However, it too is limited to the Ising model and free-fermion case.
The other transfer matrix methods are not limited in this way
P a rtitio n  fu nction  so lu tion  m eth od s in volv ing  tran sfer m atrices
1. Bethe Ansatz
2. Commuting Transfer Matrix
3. Matrix Inversion Relation
4. Corner Transfer Matrix
The concept of a transfer matrix depends upon the method used, however one can, 
given appropriate boundary conditions, think of any partition sum, Z771’71, as a transfer 
matrix. In method 2 the transfer matrix in question is usually Z1,2 and called the row 
transfer matrix, first introduced by Kramers and Wannier [60]. For method 4, originated 
by Baxter [14], the entire lattice is broken up into four sub-lattices called corner transfer 
matrices of type Z2,2. In this thesis the focus is upon the commuting transfer matrix 
method, along with the Bethe ansatz and matrix inversion methods to a lesser degree. To 
begin illustrating the commuting transfer matrix method, let us return once again to the 
six-vertex model.
T h e com m u tin g  tran sfer m atrix  m ethod: 
s ix -v e r te x  m odel w ith  toro ida l boundary cond itions
Consider the calculation of the partition function, Z, which mentioned earlier is the 
generator of various thermodynamic quantities. For the six-vertex model (lattice size 
M  X N)  we have
where n; is the lattice state a dependent number of vertices in state i. Thus we always 
have the consistency condition ^ r i i  = N  X  M.  It is clear from line conservation that 
7i5 =  tiq (as is ms =  me above for each row) and so we may take €5 =  €e WLOG. It is also 
conventional to take e\ = e2 and €3 = c4. From the above section on partition sums, we 
have that the partition function for toroidal boundary conditions is given by the trace of 
the partition matrix
6
Z = ]T  e £M/tT , £(<r) = (1.9)
•Z =  Ha,6 Z2'2(a |6 ,6)
= Tr{Z2’2(a°,aN\ba,b
( 1. 10)
M - l
j=o a°=aN
8
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Defining the transfer matrix for toroidal boundaries to be
Tj =  £  z 1'2(a“,a~|6>,0'+1) (M l)
« ;= <
we have the usual expression for the partition function in terms of a product of row transfer 
matrices
M - 1
Z ^ T r l l T ,  ( 1. 12)
J=0
Note that the cumulative vertex (1.4) taken with periodic horizontal boundary conditions 
is the transfer matrix here. The next step in the commuting transfer matrix method 
is using the algebraic result that a commuting family of matrices can be simultaneously 
diagonalised, i.e., there exists a matrix P  satisfying P T =  P~l such that for the commuting 
family {Tj} we have
P T i P 7 = D, V T , e { T j }  (1.13)
where Dt is a diagonal matrix consisting of the eigenvalues of 7). Substituting the 
expression (1.13) into (1.12)
N - 1 2n  N - l
Z = Tr  n D; =  £ n ** d-14)
j=o k=l j=0
recalling that for the six-vertex model there are 2 states to every edge and thus N  ordered 
edges have 2N states.
Thus the task of calculating the partition function reduces to that of determining the 
eigenvalues of the transfer matrices if they form a commuting family. Also important is 
the fact that the commutation property of the transfer matrices aids in the calculation of 
the eigenvalues, as will be explained.
For now let us look into the Bethe Ansatz method of finding these eigenvalues.
The B ethe A nsatz m ethod
The Bethe Ansatz method was first used to solve the one-dimensional Heisenberg model 
[22]. Lieb then used it to solve the six-vertex model [66]. This is briefly discussed here to 
illustrate the method.
It was noted earlier that the conservation property of the number of thick lines (1.3) 
from row to row was necessary for the use of the analytic Bethe Ansatz.
Due to the incoming state bz and outgoing state 6,-+i of transfer matrix T) having the 
same number of thick lines n , one can order the states {bj} so that all the transfer matrices 
have a block structure, each block being determined by n. This reduces the calculation 
of the eigenvalues to the smaller blocks of the transfer matrix. Also since the blocks are 
labelled by n, this motivated the search for a relationship between the eigenvalues and n. 
The Bethe Ansatz, or guess, for the eigenvectors followed along these lines.
9n{x) = Ap Y[g{zVl,Xi) , g(z,x) = zx (1.15)
p  *=l
9
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where the sum is over all permutations p  of 1, . . n and the ordered positions of the n 
thick lines are denoted by x. If we define the Boltzmann weights =  exp(— Si/kT)  and 
set
a =  U>1 =  2, b =  LO3 =  (J4, C — Co>5 — UJQi (1.16)
a2 +  b2 -  c2 
2 ab (1.17)
then the result of the Ansatz after solving for the Ap gives the eigenvalue An for the 
n-block
An = aNLn(a, b,z  *) +  6AI n(6, a, z), Ln{a,b,z) -pr 26 A — a — b Z{ M b - a z i (1.18)
and the Zi are determined by the Bethe Ansatz equations
n
2A = ( - l ) n_1 Sji/sij , Sij =  1 -  2Azi +  ztZj (1.19)
3 =  1
Similar formulas are obtained for arbitrary Boltzmann weights uj%. Unfortunately these 
Bethe Ansatz equations have not been solved in general for finite n and N  unlike the case 
of the Ising model for which the entire spectrum is known for each N . They have been 
solved for the largest eigenvalue in the thermodynamic limit, i.e., when N —> oc. Some 
correlation lengths (mass gaps) and finite-size corrections for various eigenvalues have also 
been calculated.
Since zt are determined by A, the eigenvectors (1.15) depend on the Boltzmann weights 
only through A. Thus each value of A defines a family of commuting transfer matrices 
(since having commutation is equivalent to having the same eigenvectors).
In terms of trigonometric functions the following parametrisation satisfies (1.17)
a =  sin(A — u), b = s'mu, c = sin A, A =  — cos A (1.20)
where A is taken constant and u may vary from one transfer matrix to the next. (A simple 
way to arrive at this parameterisation is to realise that (1.17) is an equation for a triangle 
with sides having length a, 6, c where A, u are angles opposite the sides c, b respectively.)
What has occurred is that the method outlined above, uses a simplification of the 
eigenvalue calculation in order to determine a class of Boltzmann weights. This in effect 
works backwards from the concept of using the properties of the small to find the properties 
of the large.
As mentioned previously, the analytic Bethe Ansatz works for line conservation. There 
is an alternative method, which solves for the Boltzmann weights as above, however does 
not depend upon line conservation and works for a larger class of models. This entails the 
use of the Yang-Baxter equation.
10
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1.2 T h e Y an g-B axter  eq u ation  (Y B E )
Before the YBE came to play a recognised role in statistical mechanics through the work 
of Baxter and Yang, it was known in the form of the star triangle relation at least as far 
back as 1945 by Wannier in his work on the honeycomb dual to the Ising model and even 
by Onsager prior to his solution in 1944 according to Baxter [82]. In another context, the 
YBE was hinted at in the work of McGuire [67]. Using Bethe-type wave functions, it was 
shown that the Y-particle 5-matrix factorises into the product of two-particle 5-matrices 
with the YBE being a resulting implicit consistency condition illustrated in figure 1.6.
Figure 1.6: “. . .  as far as the outgoing waves are concerned, it does not matter which of 
the two possible diagrams is used, for both give the same result. ”
The first explicit mention of the YBE was by Yang [86] in work using the nested Bethe 
ansatz, again appearing as a consistency condition. Later it found importance in statistical 
mechanics through Baxter’s solution of the eight-vertex model [12]. This led to the coining 
of the name ‘Yang-Baxter equation” by Faddeev’s group in St. Petersburg according to 
[16],
The YBE in lattice theory is part of the commuting transfer matrix method. If transfer 
matrices are made up of Boltzmann weights that satisfy the YBE then they commute. To 
illustrate this in more detail along with necessary definitions, the eight-vertex model is 
used as an example.
The eight-vertex  m odel: toroidal boundary conditions
The eight-vertex model is made up of the six-vertex model vertex configurations plus 
a sink and a source. The Boltzmann weights uq, . . . ,  wg are in general distinct and depend 
upon their site in the lattice.
Following on from the six-vertex case define
a =  UJ\ = U 2,  b = U) 3 = U > 4 ,  C = CÜ5 = u>6, d =  OJj —  UJg, (1.21)
Motivated by the six-vertex model results, take a priori that the Boltzmann weights 
a,b,c,d  vary only from row to row and consider the commutation of two row transfer 
matrices T(u)  and T(v).  At this point it must be noted that u and v encode the difference
11
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\ tr *7
UJi UJ2 (x>3 CJ4 U 5 IPß CP7
+ — — + + — - +
+ + - -  + + - -  + _ _ + + _ _
+ + — + + —
- +
Figure 1.7: Arrow configurations, Boltzmann weights and associated plus-minus configurations
between the transfer matrices and are not to be regarded as any particular parameterisa- 
tion.
In contrast to the Bethe-Ansatz method, Baxter found that the commutation of T(u) 
and T(v) can be established directly with the use of the YBE. The YBE is made up of 
a sum of products of these weights. The internal states <7a ,<7/j,«77 are summed (as in 
figure 1.4 indicated with dashed lines) and the external edges are identified as shown in 
figure 1.8. The little curve between the edges represents orientation so that this equation
ß'
cd
Figure 1.8: Yang-Baxter equation for the vertex model
is independent of rotation unlike the representation in figure 1.7; there the little curve is 
determined to lie in the lower left quadrant which is usually the case when it is omitted. 
It is also useful to have an inverse set of weights in the sense of figure 1.9.
a
ß
Oi'
ß'
a
=  S a a ' b ß '
ß
a
ß
Figure 1.9: Inversion for the vertex model
To avoid excessive labelling, a thick and thin line shall represent the horizontal edges 
of the vertices of T(u) and T(v) respectively. The YBE and inversion are then simplified 
as in figure 1.10. The YBE and inversion are enough to allow commutation; the steps 
shown here (with N  =  5 WLOG)
12
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Figure 1.10: YBE and inversion
Step 1. Start with T{u)T{v )
Step 2. Introduction of inversion
Step 3. Using YBE to horizontally zip through exchanging the weights of T(u) and T(u) 
one horizontal site position at a time
X
Step 4. Periodic boundary conditions lead to inversion (mirror of that introduced)
x>c:
Step 5. End with T(v) T(u)
The condition for [T(u) ,T(v )] = 0 is reduced to solving the YBE which Baxter did so 
by considering symmetries to reduce the number of equations from sixty four to six. They 
are satisfied if the quantities A and T are constant from row to row, i.e., A(u) =  A(u) 
and r(w) = r(u), where
A =
a2 +  b2 -  c2 -  d2 
ab
ab — cd 
ab +  cd
( 1.22)
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These conditions lead to the parameterisation of a, b, c, d in terms of entire functions 
involving elliptic functions (1.25)
a{u) =
$ 4 ( u ) $ i ( A  — u )
0 iW 0 4(O) &(«)
$1 (ti) 7^4 (A — u)
0 i ( A ) 0 4 (O)
^ 4( w)^4(A — W) 
794(A)^4(0)
d ( w )
( w ) ^ i ( A  — w)
(1.23)
where the u dependence is now explicitly defined and A and T depend only on A which is 
therefore constant for each family of commuting transfer matrices.
A = *i(2A) ( * i(A) i94(A) r =l?4 (2A) 0 , ( A ) / ’ '  <^(A ) +  0?(A )
The standard elliptic theta functions of nome p, |p| < 1, are defined as
OO
(u) = (u, p) = 2p1/4 sin u jQ 1^ — 2p2n cos 2u +  pAn^ j 1^ -  p2n j^
n — 1
oo
$4(u) =  tf4(u,p) =  n  (l ~ 2p2n_1 cos2u +  p4n~2) ( l  -  p2n) .
(1.24)
(1.25)
n=  1
Under appropriate normalisation conditions, these functions reduce to trigonometric func­
tions and the weights (1.23) and A (1.24) reduce to the six-vertex weights (1.20) and A 
(1.20).
Relationship between u, v and w
By symmetry the intertwining weights a(w), . . .  can also satisfy the above solutions 
(1.21). Substituting these solutions into the YBE one obtains the following relationship 
WLOG
w = u -  v (1.26)
This is commonly referred to as the difference property.
Matrix inversion method: Eigenvalue calculation
If we take v = A + u, then the following inversion relation is found to hold for the 
eigenvalues of the transfer matrix
#i (A — tt)#i(A + w)#4(A -  u)#4(A + u)
A(w) A(A + u)
*?(AK(A)
(1.27)
which can together with further symmetry properties be solved to determine the free 
energy, taking into account some analyticity requirements.
Boltzmann weights and YBE in R-matrix form
It is historically common to use the matrix element term form representation and the 
operator form representation of the YBE. These are now discussed for a general vertex 
model.
14
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Define the non-zero R-matrix elements by
ß'
,Ot ß' 
ßa' (u) = XT Oi'
ß
(1.28)
where the states on the edges corresponding to allowable vertex configurations are labelled 
by Greek letters a, (where a , £ {+, —} for the six-vertex and eight-vertex
model) and the vertex picture represents its Boltzmann weight. The dependence upon 
lattice site is encoded into the dependence on u. The familiar term form representation of 
the YBE
E (u)K;Z‘m  = E rvswK ’JW K 'Ii?)
& Ot ß  *y &  Ot ß
can then be read off figure 1.7. If we were to use the preceding u dependence relationship 
then we have w = u — v. The exponential of these is sometimes used which gives a 
multiplicative property. However for the Chiral Potts model, which has no such property 
between the parameters, the parameterisation is much more complicated.
Recalling the operator interpretation of the cumulative vertex (on page 6), the ill- 
matrix has a corresponding R-operator Rxy : Vx <g> Vy —> Vy <S> Vx (which is usually just 
called R-matrix as well). The operator Rxy =  PxyRxy, where Pxy{a (g> b) = b <g> a is the 
permutation operator, is also commonly used. Here the following convention is taken
x y
Rxyi'U') — X
y
y
(1.30)
In this notation the operator forms of the YBE are
Rn{u)R\3{v)R23{w) = R23{w)Ri3{v)Rn{u)
(1.31)
R23(v) R U {u) R23{w) =  R i 2 M R 23(u)Ri2(u)
where the action here is on V\ (g> E2 <g> V3 and Rxy acts trivially on all subspaces except Vx 
and Vy.
SOS M odels and Intertw iners
In vertex language the states on the edges correspond to the possible states of hydrogen 
in ice in the six-vertex model. Labelling these states +  and -  as in figure 1.7 these may 
also be interpreted as height differences in the following sense: Subdivide a plane into 
four quadrants and assign a number a to the top left quadrant and numbers 6, c, d to the 
others in a clockwise direction. Allow the values of 6,c, d to be such that neighbouring 
quadrant numbers differ by ±1. This allows six possible configurations of a, 6, c, d. Taking 
a = d — a, a' = c — b, ß = c — d, ß' = b — a we obtain a one-one correspondence with the 
vertex configurations of the six-vertex model (1.11) through the labelling in (1.30). This 
correspondence is obviously extendable to a lattice where relative to an initial number all 
the other numbers occupying the faces of the lattice are determined by a configuration of 
the six-vertex lattice. Now take the dual lattice so that these numbers lie on the vertices
15
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instead of the middle of the faces. As illustrated in figure (1.11) we can represent the 
‘direction’ of change by arrows or a ‘tag’ in the corner indicating the ‘flow’ of arrows away 
from a. If we interpret the numbers a,6, c, d as heights and the edges as joining these 
heights then we obtain a discrete manifold in three dimensions. This can be thought of as 
representing an interface between two solids leading to the name Solid-On-Solid or SOS 
model. For SOS models it is common to either label the heights or specify one height
a ±  a ±  1 a ß '  b a ß' b a ß' b
± _ £
-----  ±  Ckf ----- ----- a' a u V  a
/
u
a ±  1 ; - a, a ±  2 d ß c d > c d ß
Figure 1.11: A two state { +  , —} example illustrating six-vertex correspondence, general vertex repre­
sentation, arrow face representation and tag face representation with a  = d — a, a 1 = c — b, ß  = c — d, 
ß 1 — b — a
and the height differences around the square. These configurations can be associated with 
Boltzmann weights which in this scheme are called face weights and represented in (1.32)
basic functional face (arrow) face (tag) vertex
(1.32)
For this reason another name for these models is Interaction-Round-a-Face or IRF models. 
The conventions for labelling as well as names commonly used are:
heights a, 6, c , . . .  first few Latin letters 
vector differences a ,/? ,7 , . . .  Greek letters (1.33)
spectral parameters u, v, w , . . .  last few Latin letters
One of the first of the IRF models investigated is the eight-vertex SOS model which is 
explained briefly below.
It is clear that the ice-property, i.e., conservation of lines property of the six-vertex 
model translates into a physical requirement for the IRF models, namely a -f ß = ß' -f a'. 
Through the use of intertwiners (1.34) Baxter was able to relate the eight-vertex weights 
with those of an SOS model and use this conservation property in order to build up Bethe 
Ansatz equations for the eigenvalues. The intertwiners are represented and defined as
if (1.34)
16
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having no state dependence on the vertical edges. These intertwiners link the face weights 
of the SOS model to the weights of the vertex model through the face-vertex intertwining 
equation
(1.35)
where the internal height d and edge states cra , crp are summed over. In term or functional 
representation, this equation can be read from (1.35) to give
ß u — v
= Y R l ? S u - v)v > ( < 7 0 a
°a ,Vß \  0
(1.36)
which relates the following eight-vertex SOS model weights to that of the eight-vertex 
model (1.23) under normalisation
W
W
a ±  1 a
l  « a 1
(  a a =p 1
la  ±  1 a
d i (A — u) /  a a i l  \  d" i  u)
(A) y a i l  a J $i(aA +  uq j
di(u) / ^i((a + 1)A +  w0)fli((a -  1)A + w0) \  1/2
#i(A) V d\  (aA + u;0) J
(1.37)
where wo is an arbitrary constant. Either explicitly or through the above face-vertex inter­
twining equation, one can verify that these weights satisfy the face Yang-Baxter equation
the full dot indicating summation. (In general it is common to take all internal heights as 
summed over.) This equation is the dual to the YBE through the face-vertex correspon­
dence. It is therefore equivalent to the vertex YBE up to dependence upon a single height 
variable.
17
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RSOS M odels: The A B F  M odel
In principle, the possible number of states for a finite-size lattice with SOS weights 
seems limitless. However it was found tha t for particular restrictions, i.e., particular values 
of c^ o and A these weights closed in amongst themselves. For example choosing
=  0 A =  (1.39)
we obtain
=  0 unless a, 6, c, d E { 1 , . . L}. (1-40)
where L E Z+. The first non-trivial weights are for L =  3, for which we have six distinct 
faces. This model is called the ABF-model after Andrews Baxter and Forrester [4j. In 
general, SOS models restricted in this way are called Restricted-Solid-On-Solid or RSOS 
models. An infinite hierarchy of RSOS models can be generated from an SOS model 
depending on L. W hat is particularly interesting is that for L = 2,3 above, we obtain the 
Ising and hard hexagon model respectively which was the first connection between these 
models and the eight-vertex model.
Solutions o f the Y ang-B axter equation
So far the Ising, six-vertex, eight-vertex and ABF models have been discussed briefly. 
There are however a multitude of other solutions tha t have been found. These are sum­
marised in the following table, which is by no means exhaustive.
Year Solutions of Yang-Baxter Equation
1967 trig. (Yang) [86]
1972 8-vertex model ell. (Baxter) [12]
1973 8-vertex SOS model ell. (Baxter) [13]
1978 Gross-Neveu model trig. (Zamolodchikov2) [91]
1981 Zn+i X Zn + 1 Belavin model ell. (Belavin) [21] 
19-vertex model trig. (Izergin & Korepin) [51]
1984 ABF Model ell. (Andrews, Baxter & Forrester) [4]
1986 trig. (Jirnbo) [53]
1987 trig. (Bazhanov) [18]
Graph state models trig. (Pasquier) [77]
1992 Dilute Al models ell. (Warnaar, Nienhuis & Seaton; Roche) [83, 78]
18
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Methods primarily used in order to solve the YBE are given here briefly.
M ethods for solving the Yang-Baxter equation
1. Symmetry conditions
2. Quantum Groups
3. Already integrable models
4. Pasquier’s adjacency matrix
5. Fusion
6. Intertwining relation
Sym metry conditions are those such as the ‘ice-rule’ where the form of the solution 
is specified initially and the resulting reduced set of equations is solved directly. In some 
cases differential equations are set up from these by partial differentiation WRT v and 
then letting v = 0.
Quantum Groups or Zamolodchikov’s algebra has the YBE as an associativity con­
dition of this algebra. Through representations of the algebra one can obtain the solutions 
of the YBE.
Already integrable models with families of commuting transfer matrices constructed 
without the use of the YBE can be the basis for new solutions.
Pasquier’s adjacency matrix method exploits the fact that the YBE for the critical 
(trigonometric limit) ABF model can be written as an eigenvalue equation involving an 
adjacency matrix. Appropriate substitution of this adjacency matrix with others yields 
further solutions of the YBE.
Fusion builds upon previous solutions of the YBE by fusing together Boltzmann 
weights.
Intertwining relations can provide solutions to the face-YBE given solutions to the 
vertex-YBE.
Properties of solutions of the Yang-Baxter equation
Solutions to the Yang-Baxter equation usually satisfy the following properties:
• Unitarity
a
(1.41)
c
• Reflection symmetry 
a a
/ \
d b b d
(1.42)
c c
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• Rotational or crossing symmetry
a d
X \
c
where here is defined 
a
c
(1.43)
(1.44)
(1.45)
(1.46)
and £i(w)i Q2 {u) and Ga are model dependent functions. The vertex counterparts of these 
properties follow easily from consideration of the dual correspondence detailed on page 16. 
It is to be noted that if a model satisfies crossing symmetry (1.43) and inversion (1.44) 
then (1.45) follows.
P review of the next chapter
So far the focus has been on finding solvable models with toroidal boundary conditions 
by finding solutions to the YBE under the commuting transfer matrices scheme. In the 
next chapter we turn our attention to a class of models with cylindrical boundary con­
ditions. It turns out that one can ‘base’ these latter models on the former through the 
introduction of what are called double row transfer matrices and the reflection equations.
20
C hapter 2
T he R eflection  E q u a tio n  and  
D ouble Row T ransfer M a trix
Introduction
The method of commuting double row transfer matrices for lattice models with open 
boundaries is an extension of the commuting transfer matrix method given in chapter 
one. Models with open boundaries are based upon lattice models with periodic boundaries 
which have weights satisfying the YBE. New boundary weights that satisfy the reflection 
equation along with bulk weights that satisfy the YBE ensure integrability.
Summary
O  Surface free energy and critical exponents 
O  The reflection equation (RE)
The double-row transfer matrix
Commutation of the alternating DRTMs for a face model
O Properties of the RE and solutions
Solutions of the RE 
Crossing symmetry of DRTM
Relationship between ‘alternating’ and ‘homogenous’ boundary weights 
Properties of RE solutions
T he Details
2.1 Surface free energy and critical exponents
The two lattices in figure 2.1 describe what is meant by periodic boundaries (or toroidal 
boundary conditions) and open boundaries (or cylindrical boundary conditions). The sur-
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1
M
2
1
N  1
Figure 2.1: Lattice with periodic boundary conditions made up completely of bulk (left) and a model 
with open boundary conditions (right) made up of two 1-dimensional surfaces surrounding bulk.
face in question here is 1-dimensional and the bulk constitutes the 2-dimensional remainder. 
Associated with the surface is a surface free energy which gives rise to surface critical ex­
ponents in the same way that the bulk free energy leads to bulk critical exponents in (1.6). 
More concretely, the total free energy F  of the open boundaries model is
F = f bN M  + f sM  (2.1)
where f b is the per site free energy of the corresponding periodic boundaries model and 
f s is the per site surface free energy. (The two sides of the lattice contribute a factor of 
2 which cancels with the factor of 1/2 due to there being in this case one surface site for 
every two rows of bulk vertices.) Rearranging (2.1) the per site surface free energy is
fs =  (f  ~ fb)N . ( 2.2)
This illustrates that as N  —¥ oc we require f b —¥ f .  This is consistent with the physical 
idea that as the lattice size increases, the surface becomes less significant in the total free 
energy calculation.
The open boundary lattice is constructed as in figure 2.1 following Sklyanin’s formu­
lation of the double row transfer matrix. While this does not mean other formulations 
cannot exist, it is the only one so far and compatible with the earlier notion of reflec­
tion equation in scattering theory which began with Cherednik and which will now be 
discussed.
2.2 T he reflection  eq u ation  (R E)
The reflection equation (also called the boundary Yang-baxter equation) had its origin 
in Cherednik’s (1984) work in factorizable scattering 5-matrix theory on a half line [25]. 
In this scenario the multi-component 5-matrix factorises into a product of 2-particle 5- 
matrices k™S as well as particle-wall 5-matrices kT  describing the interactions of elastic 
particle collisions with a wall. The multi-component 5-matrix with and without the 
presence of a boundary is illustrated in figure 2.2.
22
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time
space
Figure 2 .2 : Multi-component S-matrix for normal scattering (left) and for scattering on a half line (right)
The conditions for this factorisation are (disregarding the conditions involving kT( 0)) 
l_2S(u) J.35 (u +  v) f S ( v )  = 23S(«) l_35(ti + (2.3)
2T( u) 0*5(2« +  v)IT(u + v) +25(«) =  i ‘S(w) v) + v) ) (2.4)
where e =  + , —,0 labels the 2-particle S-matrix for a reflected, unreflected, reflected- 
unreflected pair of particles respectively. Pictorially, the factorisation condition (2.3) is 
represented by figure 1.6 and analogously the representation of factorisation condition 
(2.4) is given by figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3 : Boundary factorisation condition for scattering theory on a half-line
Sklyanin (1988) later formulated this theory in the framework of open quantum spin 
chains using operator algebraic language traditional to QISM [80]. However he goes on to 
write:
“. . .  the theory presented below can be equally formulated in the language of 
factorised S  matrices [92] or that of vertex statistical models [12] . . . ”
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In fact the formulation quite easily extends also to the face language through the correspon­
dence given on page 17 as well as face-vertex boundary intertwiners yet to be discussed.
The formulation of Sklyanin involves the introduction of algebras T_ and 7+ defined 
by a given R-matrix and the relations
# 1 2 (^1 2 ) T-(«i) # 1 2 (^ 1 2 ) 7 - ( u2) =  7-{u2)Ri2{u^2) 7-{ui) R l2{ul2) (2.5)
and
Rn(ül2) O+Mlil) Rl2(üi2 -  2v) 7+2{u2) ^
=  7+2[u2)R\2(ü+2 -  2?7) 7+1 (ui) R n ( ü i 2)
where t{ is the transposition operation in End(V^). The subscripts in Rxy and su­
it
perscripts x in “J± refer to the actions on Vx 0  Vy and Vx, respectively. The constant 77 
characterises the R-matrix so that
R\\{u) R U - u -  2r/) =  p{u) (2.7)
where p(u) is some scalar function. Along with the crossing unitarity (2.7) and symmetry 
condition R \2(u) =  R[2(u) , commutativity of the quantities t(u) follows
[*(ui),t(u2)] =  0 Vwi,w2 (2.8)
where
t(u) = tr 7+{u) 7-{u) (2.9)
T h e doub le row  tran sfer m atr ix  (D R T M )
In vertex and face terminology these t(u) correspond to double row transfer matrices 
with 7 ± corresponding to the left (+) and right ( —) half in the pictorial representation 
(2.10). The trace connects these two halves (as indicated by the dotted lines).
( 2. 10)
The vertices represent the R-matrices (the details of spectral parameter location is dis­
cussed later) and we have two new objects which are called R-matrices K± (u) (corre­
sponding to the T(u) of Cherednik in (2.4)) or commonly boundary Boltzmann weights. 
All the internal edges are summed.
i<+0 M  =
24
K - ß  M  =
( 2. 11)
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In the face language the corresponding boundary weights are represented as
a a
( a \ \ (  a
\ /
I<i b u = u y  b K  r b u =  b \  U
\  c / / \  c / \c c ( 2 . 12)
where b — a — a and b — c — ß for the alternating DRTM. So far the structural composition 
of the DRTM has been discussed without going into the details of the orientations of the 
composing bulk and boundary weights, i.e., in which corners the spectral parameters 
lie in the vertex representation, correspondingly, in which corner the ‘tag’ lies in the 
face representation. This is for the reason that there are two main ways of fixing the 
orientations. Let us first fix the symbolic notation
(2.13)
following the notation given in figure 1.4. The two ways of defining the DRTM are called 
here the homogenously oriented DRTM and the alternatingly oriented DRTM, both shown 
in figure 2.4. (Remembering that the dotted lines identify two edges as if they were the 
same edge and all internal heights are summed.)
Figure 2.4: Homogenous (left) and alternating (right) structures of the DRTM.
Getting back to DRTM commutativity, the proof of (2.8) given by Sklyanin is purely 
algebraic. Diagramatical representations of this proof were given in [19] for the face models 
using a homogenous DRTM. It turns out that this definition of the DRTM does not allow 
diagonal solutions for the boundary weights in general. However the alternating DRTM 
by its very nature always allows for the possibility of diagonal weights.
Here is given a constructive proof of commutativity using alternating DRTMs. It is an 
alterrative approach to the usual method, not following Sklyanin’s algebraic proof directly.
C om m utation o f the alternating D R TM s for a face m odel
Oir aim is to commute two alternating DRTMs and to this end the strategy is to build 
up the ways of commuting two single row transfer matrices in all possible orientations.
V\e start with a consideration of the face YBE given in (1.38) and the commutation of 
the vertex transfer matrices given on page 13. Using a horizontal zip-through procedure 
for tie face version of the transfer matrices, (as in step 3 on page 13) one obtains
25
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With inversion (see page 20) this is enough to ensure commutation of face row transfer 
matrices for periodic boundary conditions, as in the vertex case. The following three 
relations are also satisfied
where u' = A — u, v' =  A — v and
a a
c c
(2.15)
( 2 . 16)
(2.17)
(2.18)
The first two, (2.15) and (2.16), follow directly from (1.38) by adjusting spectral param­
eters and rotation through tt/ 3. The less trivial (2.17) is a consequence of the inversion 
relation (2.19) which follows easily from (1.44) in the case of the bulk weights satisfying 
crossing symmetry
(2.19)
Now consider the problem of finding an operation E  that acts on an ordered list of 4 
symbols such that E(a, a\ 6 , b') =  (6 , 6', a, a')E. It is easy to decompose E  into a product 
of elementary permutation operators ezj which interchange the i-th and j -th symbol in an 
ordered list. The shortest of these decompositions is equivalent to E = 623612634623.
Identifying these e*j with the intertwining bulk weights above, (2.14-2.17), and the 
symbols with orientations of row transfer matrices, we find the following ‘fused’ inversion
26
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where g(u,v) = Q\(u — v')Q2 (u + v — A). These equations, (2.20-2.21), already define an 
integrable face model with periodic boundaries. They also lead easily to an integrable face 
model with open boundaries as will now be demonstrated by showing that the associated 
DRTMs commute.
Step 1. Start with T(u) T(v)
Step 2. Introduce ‘fused’ inversion (2.20)
27
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Step 3. Use ‘fused1 YBE to horizontally zip through exchanging the weights of T(u) and 
7 »
Step 4. Thus commutation occurs if the following equations are satisfied
Step 5. Using inversion (to cancel the g(u,v)) and setting f ( u, v ) =  1, one can put these 
equations into a more symmetric form called the reflection equations:
Under appropriate relabelling and using the face-vertex correspondence these equations 
become equivalent to Sklyanin’s equations (2.6) and Cherednik’s factorising condition (2.4) 
for the equation on the right.
28
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2.3 P ro p erties  o f th e  R E and so lu tion s
Following in the footsteps of Sklyanin who found various isomorphisms between the alge­
bras T-and (which represent right or left halves of the DRTM as distinct from just the 
boundary P-matrices) we find the following relationships between left and right solutions
to the REs. Firstly define
a " a
( 2 .22)
similarly to (2.18). The left reflection equation then becomes
(2.23)
after reparameterising u —»■ u' =■ A — u and v —>• v' =  A — v. Since the ‘tags’ take
care of orientations we are free to rotate this entire equation upside down from which it
immediately follows that 
a a
c c
is a solution of the left RE. (It may be noted that this is reminiscent of the crossing 
symmetry for bulk weights.) This allows one to concentrate on solving only the right RE. 
This relationship reduces to that of Sklyanin’s isomorphism X  : 9"_—>■ “J+ in the vertex 
limit
A-{7-W } =  7 i ( - u - » ) )  (2.25)
Skyanin’s approach for constructing open integrable spin chains was extended by Mez- 
incescu and Nepomechie to include non-symmetric R-matrices which are only PT-invariant 
[71]. This formulism was used to construct a large class of integrable models which have 
quantum algebra invariance [69, 70].
Recently there has been an investigation of supersymmetric boundary integrability 
which includes P-matrices which neither satisfy crossing symmetry or PT-invariance. 
Boundary matrices for such models and the formulation of the supersymmetric bound­
ary QISM are given in [93, 24].
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Solutions o f  the  R E
The formulisation given above allows one to construct a model with open boundaries 
given an integrable model with periodic boundaries. While some a attempts have been 
made to find a standard procedure for finding the boundary weights given the bulk weights, 
most of the solutions found have been through directly solving the RE. These are sum­
marised in the following table, which is by no means exhaustive.
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Y e a r  j S o l u t i o n s  o f  R e f l e c t i o n  E q u a t i o n
1 9 8 4 Z n + i x  Z n + 1 B e l a v i n  m o d e l  d ia g .  el. ( C h e r e d n i c k )  [25]
1988 6 - v e r t e x  m o d e l  t r ig .  ( S k l y a n i n )  [80]
19 9 0 Z a m o l o d c h i k o v - F a t e e v  1 9 - v e r t e x  m o d e l  d ia g .  t r ig .  
( M e z i n c e s c u ,  N e p o m e c h i e  & R i t t e n b e r g )  [68]
1991 I z e r g i n - K o r e p i n  1 9 - v e r t e x  m o d e l  d ia g .  t r ig .  ( M e z i n c e s c u  &; N e p o m e c h i e )  [69]
1993 Z n + 1  X  Z n + 1  B e l a v in  m o d e l  d ia g .  el. (Y u e  &; C h e n )  [87]
6 - v e r t e x  m o d e l  n o n - d i a g .  t r ig ,  ( d e  V e g a  & G o n z a l e z - R u i z )  [29] 
( n + l ) ( 2 n + l ) - v e r t e x  m o d e l s  d ia g .  t r ig ,  (d e  V e g a  & G o n z a l e z - R u i z )  [29] 
8 - v e r t e x  m o d e l  d ia g .  el. ( C u e r n o  h  G o n z a l e z - R u i z )  [26]
8 - v e r t e x  m o d e l  n o n - d i a g .  el. ( H o u  & Y u e )  [45]
19 9 4 6 - v e r t e x  m o d e l  n o n - d i a g .  t r ig .  ( G h o s h a l  &; Z a m o l o d c h i k o v )  [39] 
8 - v e r t e x  m o d e l  n o n - d i a g .  el. ( d e  V e g a  & G o n z a l e z - R u i z )  [31] 
1 5 - v e r t e x  t - J  m o d e l  d ia g .  t r ig .  ( G o n z a l e z - R u i z )  [42]
8 - v e r t e x  m o d e l  n o n - d i a g .  el. ( I n a m i  & K o n n o )  [47] 
I z e r g i n - K o r e p i n  1 9 - v e r t e x  m o d e l  n o n - d i a g .  t r ig .  ( K i m )  [59]
1 9 9 5 ( n + l ) ( 2 n - t - l ) - v e r t e x  m o d e l s  n o n - d i a g .  t r ig .  ( A b a d  & R io s )  [1] 
8 - v e r t e x  m o d e l  el. ( H o u ,  S h i ,  F a n  & Y a n g )  [46]
Z n + 1 x  Z n + 1 B e l a v in  m o d e l  el. ( F a n ,  H o u ,  S h i  & Y a n g )  [36] 
8 - v e r t e x  S O S  m o d e l  n o n - d i a g .  el. ( F a n ,  H o u  &; S h i )  [35]
1 7 5 -v e r t e x  m o d e l  d ia g .  t r ig .  ( Y u n g  & B a t c h e l o r )  [88] 
D i l u t e  A l  m o d e l  d ia g .  e ll .  ( B a t c h e l o r ,  F r i d k i n  &; Z h o u )  [9]
1 9 9 6 A B F  m o d e l  d ia g .  el. ( B e h r e n d ,  P e a r c e  & O ’B r i e n )  [19]
A n  \  B n \  C n \  D n \  m o d e l s  d ia g .  el. ( B a t c h e l o r ,  F r i d k i n ,  K u n i b a  & Z h o u )  [10]
U q ( s l 2 ) 1 9 - v e r t e x  m o d e l  n o n - d i a g .  t r ig .  ( I n a m i ,  O d a k e  & Z h a n g )  [48]
1 9 9 7 T e m p e r l e y - L i e b  m o d e l s  d ia g .  n o n - d i a g .  e ll .  ( B e h r e n d  & P e a r c e )  [20]
1 9 9 8 C o u p l e d  X Y  s p i n  c h a i n s  ra t.  ( B r a c k e n ,  G e ,  Z h a n g  &; Z h o u )  [24] 
Z n + 1 x  Z n + 1 B e l a v i n  m o d e l  d ia g .  el. ( F a n ,  H o u ,  Li &; S h i )  [34]
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M ethods for solving the reflection equation
1. Direct Solution
2. Symmetry conditions
3. Specific constructions
4. Fusion
5. Intertwining relation
Direct solutions are more easily obtained for the reflection equation than the YBE. 
Assuming that diagonal solutions exist reduces the number of equations dramatically. 
Computer aided solution is a popular method, however it does not lead to much under­
standing of any underlying structure or general procedure.
Sym metry conditions of the RE allow one to reduce the number of equations to a 
minimal number. For the ABF model such an argument leads to just one equation for the 
diagonal case.
Specific constructions depend largely upon the particular model being studied. 
There is no construction that works for an appropriately general setting as do quantum 
groups or Pasquier’s method for solving the YBE.
Fusion builds upon known solutions in a similar fashion to that employed for the 
periodic models.
Intertwining relations between the face and vertex models allow one to build solu­
tions for one, given the existence of the other.
Properties of RE solutions
Solutions to the reflection equation usually satisfy the following properties:
•  Unitarity
a
(2.26)
c
•  Boundary crossing 
a a a
(2.27)
c c c
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• Inversion relation 
a
c
(2.28)
(2.29)
C rossing sy m m e tr y  o f  D R T M
If the model satisfies crossing symmetry of the bulk (1.43) and boundary (2.27) weights, 
then there exists a crossing symmetry of the associated DRTM.
In a lead-up to proving this, first consider the crossing symmetry of the row transfer 
matrix. Using (1.43), successive cancellation of internal G{ factors yields 
a b  a b
d
GbGdy / 2 
GaGc)  ^
which leads to 
a b
f
e
G±
(GaGt yi*
a b
u'2
e d
(GbGdy /2
G o
(2.31)
(2.32)
Reviewing the definitions (2.22) and (2.29) and using this result gives
(2.33)
bow we are in a position to derive the crossing symmetry of the DRTM.
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Step 1. Start with T(u),  then introduce bulk inversion
Step 2. The YBE (2.17) lets us zip-through the bulk weights
Step 3. Boundary crossing gives us the DRTM form, then by the working above (2.33) we 
find that T(u) = T{u')
R ela tion sh ip  b etw een  ‘a lte r n a tin g ’ and ‘h om ogen ou s’ boun dary  w eights
For the homogenous DRTM, commutativity, crossing symmetry and derivation of the 
reflection equation were done in [19]. There is a relationship between the boundary weights 
obtained in both scenarios, alternating and homogenous (homogenous boundary weights 
indicated with a small full circle in the top corner). The right reflection equation for the 
homogenous DRTM is
(2.34)
which can be expressed in the orientations of the reflection equation (step 5 page 28) when 
a crossing symmetry exists for the bulk weights.
(2.35)
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If we identify
a a
(2.36)
c c
then we obtain the representation of the alternating reflection equation. The left boundary 
weights follow from the identification (2.24) or through a similar procedure to above to 
yield the same relationship:
a
\  , (GaGc ) 1 / 4
U) b =  ~l/2
C
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C h a p te r  3
T he A B F and  d ilu te  m odels
Introduction
The ABF and dilute A i  models are representative of more complicated models to be 
discussed in the following chapters. Both models have bulk weights with elliptic coeffi­
cients. For dilute Al , the elliptic nome p corresponds to the model’s deviation from the 
critical point. For L even, this deviation is temperature-like but for L odd, this deviation 
is magnetic-like. The dilute A3 model, in the appropriate regime, has the same critical 
exponents as the critical two-dimensional Ising model in a magnetic field.
Summary
O  Solving for diagonal solutions to the IRF SOS models
ABF model with open boundaries
The dilute A l model with open boundaries
Diagonal solution for off-critical Al model 
(2)A\ vertex model solutions
O  Surface critical exponents of the dilute Al model
Fusion and functional relationships
Ising magnetic field exponent
The Details
In two dimensions the coexistence of temperature induced and magnetic field induced 
critical phases is prohibited [3, 44]. Historically, the investigation of the magnetic proper­
ties of the Ising model came after the thermodynamic properties [85].
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3.1 Solving for d iagonal so lu tio n s to  th e  IR F SOS m odels
To start, we consider a general form of bulk weights 
a(u,a) = “ I«)
a ±  1 a 
a0 ±(«,a) = w
7±(«,o) =  W
5±(u,a) = W  v ' \  a
e±(u,a) = W  
C±(u,a) = W  
v±(u,a) =  w ( Kaa± x  a±a
= w a a a a ±  1
a a 
a ±  1 a
a i l  a i l
a
a i l  a
a a 1
a a i  1
a i l  a
a a i l
= W a a i la a
= W a i la i l (3.1)
which includes the ABF and dilute A l model as particular cases. We consider diagonal 
boundary weights
(3.2)
all other right boundary weights being zero. The left boundary weights are given by the 
relationship (2.24). For any state of the lattice, the boundaries will be level, i.e., there is 
no fluctuation in the heights on the boundary. This is apparent from the RE for diagonal 
boundaries:
k±(u) =  K r ß i  1
\
u , kQ(u) =  I < r f  aa
\
u
\  a ) \  a /
a =
(3.3)
The right most diagram is equivalent to the middle diagram in terms of Boltzmann weights 
and is obtained by a reflection about the horizontal axis passing through height a +  62.
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Since the boundaries are level, boundary weights with different outer heights, i.e., 
heights a above, are independent. Thus we can take a as fixed so that the triple (<$i, <$2, <$3) 
determine the resulting equations that need to be solved.
By (3.3) it is immediate that the result is trivial if 61 =  #3. Such equations correspond 
to paths on the path space of figure 3.1 which are invariant under reflection of the <*>2 axis,
Figure 3.1: Path space definition (left), a path invariant under reflection about vertical axis (middle left) 
and two paths that lead to the same equation (right)
i.e., paths (<$i, <52, $1).
<$1 ^2 ^3
2
1
0
-1
-2
It also follows that paths related under reflection about the vertical axis correspond 
to the same equation. This leads to at most five distinct equations represented in figure 
3.2. In practice there are only three equations to solve since those related under horizontal 
reflection are similar. Thus using symmetries of the reflection equation, the number of 
equations have been reduced from nineteen to three.
(1, 1, 0) ( - 1, - 1, 0) (1, 0, 0) ( - 1, 0, 0) (1, 0, - 1)
Figure 3.2: Three groups, five distinct equations at most
Consider the shortest equation (±1, ±1, 0), which reads
S±(u — u, a)ß±(u + v, a)ko(u)ko(v)
+ ßzf{u — v, a ±  l)£±(-u +  u, a)k±(u)ko(v)
(3.4)
=  (u — v, a ±  l)ßzp(u +  u, a ±  1 )k±(u)k±(v)
+ ß±(u — v,a)6^(u + v ,a±l )ko(u)k±(v)
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If we nuke the assumption that a unique zero exists for each distinct boundary weight, 
i.e., 3Z{ such that k{(zj) = 0  iff i = j ,  then making the choice u =  z± we have
&±(z±-v,a)ß±(z±  +  v,a)k0(v)
(3.5)
=  ß±{z±-v ,a)8T(z± +  v , a ±  l)k±(y) 
which is satisfied by making the choice
k 0{v) = ß± (z± -v , a ) S^ ( z±+ v , a ± l ) m ± ( v )
(3.6)
k±(v) = 6±(z±-v,a)ß±(z± + v,a)m±(v)
where m±(v) are two interdependent functions. We may eliminate m±(v)  by rewriting 
the expression for ko(v) so that it is explicitly invariant of sign. This leads to the choice
ko(v) = ß+(z+ — u, a)5_(z+ + v, a + l)/3_(z_ — u, a)<5+(z_ + u, a — l)m(u)
(3.7)
k±(v) = 6±(z±-v ,a)ß±(z±+v,a)ßT(zT - v ,a ) 6±( z j : + v , a^  l)m(v)
If our bulk weights satisfy unitarity, then
M O, a) =  7±(0,a) =  C±(0,a) =  0 (3.8)
from which the consistency condition k±(z±) = 0, ko(z±) ^  0 follows if we take m(zi) ^  
0 Vi (and suppose that 2Z{, etc., are not a zeros of S±  or ß ± ) .
As an aside, if we do not impose that ko(u) be expressed in an explicitly invariant 
form, the same method applied to other reflection equations leads to the following more 
concise expressions (height a common to ail functions):
k±(u) = 7_(z_ + u)( - ( z_ u)tj- ( z-  ±  u)m'(u) (3-9)
ko(u) =  7 _(z_ — u)( - ( z_ +  u)rj_{z_ +  u)m'(u) (3.10)
While these expressions may possibly solve the reflection equation and satisfy unitarity 
under appropriate normalisation through function m{v) or ra'(u), the methods outlined 
above are by no means a proof that it does since we have made assumptions along the way. 
It turns out however that these assumptions do lead to new solutions as will be shown for 
the ABF and dilute A l models.
A B F  m odel w ith  op en  boun daries
For the ABF model [4], bulk weights are permitted with adjacent heights a, b which 
satisfy \a — b\ =  1 . The only non-zero weights of (3.1) are e±, r;±, which are respectively
,di(aX ±  u)
$ i ( a A )
(3.11)
M u )  / 0 i ( ( ° + l )A ) < M (a - l ) A ) V /2
i l l  ( A )  l  0 ? ( a A )  )
u) I a a ± l
« .W  ’ \ a ± l  a
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these being the eight-vertex SOS weights (1.37) with uq = 0 and A = n/ (L  +  1) (1.39). 
These bulk weights satisfy unitarity, reflection symmetry and crossing symmetry with 
Ga =  $i(a). The contenders for the solution of the reflection equation using the method 
above may be taken from (3.9), obtained from equation (1 ,0 ,—1). There is no problem 
with consideration of 7 _ since it is a common factor to both k± and thus factored out 
since ko does not exist. As for the conditions on z±,  the only restriction obtained using 
the general bulk weights above is
~ z±)C?{zt +  z±) =  0 (3-12)
from which we can conclude that by (3.8) the condition z+ =  —Z-  must be satisfied. This 
follows automatically from the expressions
k±(u) =  C-{z-  T  w)?y_(2:_ ± u)m'(u) (3.13)
or in terms of specific functions and using the full notation we have
/ a
a i l J
V  a )
( z -  u)#i(aA -  2_ T 
^i(aA)^!(A)
u)
m'(u) (3.14)
It is not difficult to prove that this is indeed a solution to all the reflection equations since 
the adjacency conditions permit only the equation (1 ,0 ,—1), easily seen from figure 3.2. 
This equation with the above solution reduces to the triple theta-function identity
# i ( z i  +  2/ i )  # i ( z i  “  2/ i )  t f i ( * 2  +  2/2) 0 i ( z 2  -  2/2)
-  üi{xi + y2) t f1(x i -y2) 'd i ( x2  + y i )ß \ {x2 - y i )  (3-13)
=  $1 (^ 1  +  x2) $i {xi  -  x2) ^1(2/1 +  2/2) # 1 ( 2 / 1  -  2/2)
which is satisfied with z_ arbitrary.
Recall that the ABF model is a particular restriction of the eight-vertex SOS model, 
i.e., a RSOS model. The above solutions can be similarly shown to be solutions of this SOS 
model. The eight-vertex SOS model was found to be related to the classical simple Lie 
algebra 4 ^ .  It is the first model of a family of solvable lattice models based on the series 
An'*- In this series it happens that for only 4 ^  we have a crossing symmetry of the bulk 
weights. This crossing symmetry allows a relationship between the alternating DRTM and 
homogenous DRTM leading to a mapping between the boundary weights found here and 
those found in [19]. More specifically the mapping is given by (2.36-2.37)
a ±  1
V
\$i((a ± 1)A)/
/
a ±  1
V
a
a
(3.16)
with — —£r (<z) and Br identifying with the notation of [19] (with m'(u) = $i(aA)/$i(A)). 
Another way of expressing the boundary weights that satisfies unitarity naturally is
( \a
a ±  1 u
\  a 1
$i(±aA/2 + f  — u) 
^ i( iaA /2  + £ + u)
(3.17)
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which is obtained by setting =  £ +  a A/2 and choosing
m'(u) = $i(aA)$i(A)/(T9i(aA/2 +  f  +  w)#i(—a A/2 +  £ +  u)) (3.18)
Note that since the reflection equations are ‘level’ (cf. page 37) we have an arbitrary 
parameter and function for each height a, i.e., £ =  £(a) and m'(u) = m'(a , u).
The dilute A l m odel w ith open boundaries
The adjacency condition for adjacent heights a, b of the dilute A l model is \a — b\ = 0,1. 
This allows nineteen possible configurations relative to a height a in the position of the 
‘tag’ of a bulk weight corresponding to at most nineteen different Boltzmann weights. The 
Boltzmann weights of the off-critical dilute Al model are [83]
#i(3A +  u'),d\( 3A +  u)
0i (6A)0!(3A)
$4(2aA -  5A) $4(2aA +  5A)\ dx (u)tfx{u')
+ W tf4(2aA +  A) +  “ a t?4(2aA -  A) /  (6A)t?i(3A)
W a i la
a
a
W aa i l
a
a
a
a i l
$ i(td)$4(i2aA  i  A — u) 
tfi(3A)#4(i2aA  +  A)
a i l
a
i /2^ i(n )^ 4(±2aA +  A - m) 
±laj  #i(3A)#4(i2aA  +  A)
IF a i la i l W
a i l
a
a i l
a
/ $4(i2aA +  3A)$4(i2aA  -  A)\ 1/2 tfi(u)tfi(u')
V ^ ( i 2 a A i  A) J tfi(2A)^i(3A)
IF
VF
W
a i l  a
a a q- 1
a a 1
a i l  a
a a i l
a i l  a
$i(2A -  m)#i (u/) 
#i(2A)#i(3A)
(5+(a)5.(a))‘/2
(li) (2 A — -a')
(2 A) 7?! (3 A)
(3.19)
$ i(? /)$ i( i4aA  +  2A i  u) $i(77)$i(i4aA +  2A — u')
^ i(3 A )^ !( i4 aA i2 A ) +  tix (3A)^!(i4aA +  2A)
$i(3A i  w)??i(i4aA — 4A +  u)
$i(3A)$i(i4aA — 4A)
/  #i(4A) $4(i2aA  -  5A) \  dx (u)#i(±4aA -  A +  u)
+  V6=f °h?i(2A) “  t?4(±2aA +  A) /  0 1(3A))91(±4aA -  4A)
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where u' = 3A — u, the crossing factors S±(a) are defined by
S±(a)
S(a ±  1) 
5(a)
5(a) ( - l ) a
$1 (4aA) 
$4(2aA) (3.20)
and $i(a), $4(u) are standard elliptic theta functions of nome p (1.25). In terms of the 
notation in chapters 1 and 2, we have Ga =  5(a).
Four different critical branches are defined by [83]
branch 1 0 < u < 3A
branch 2 0 < u < 3A
branch 3 - 7 r  + 3 A < a < 0
branch 4 -7 r +  3 A < w < 0
A = —
L
4 L +  1
x _  7T L + 2
~  4 L  + 1
\ _  ^  L d- 2
“  4 L  + 1
A = — "
4 1  +  1
L = 2,3, • * • 
^ — 3 , 4 , • • • 
^  =  3 ,4 ,- .. 
L = 2,3, - - •
(3.21)
This yields eight separate regimes, according to the sign of p. The central charge for 
regime 1 and 2 is [83]
(L +  1)(L +  1 +  1)
for 1 \
L + 1
(3.22)
If L is odd then height reversal symmetry is broken
W d
c
^  W IL  + 1 — a
yF +  1 — 6
L +- 1 — d 
L +- 1 — c
L odd (3.23)
For L = 3, if we identify the heights as states { — ,0 ,+ }  then the adjacency rule means 
state — and +- cannot be neighbours. For regime 2 we have c — \  and A = and the 
model shares the same universality class as the Ising model. This allows one to calculate 
the critical exponents of the Ising model by finding how the free energy of the dilute Al 
model behaves in the critical limit. It was found in [83, 84] that the free energy and 
magnetisation behaved like
fsing(v) ~  b |16/15, ™{p) ~  ±\p \lf15 as p 0 (3.24)
In comparison with the definition of the critical exponent 65 at critical temperature Tc 
and magnetic field strength H
fs,ng(H,Tc) ~ \ H \ 1+1/s\  m (//,T c) ~ ± | t f + -  a s t f —>0 (3.25)
it was concluded that 65 = 15, which is in agreement with the prediction from scaling 
relations with other exponents.
For L even, the bulk weights satisfy height reversal symmetry and the nome p is 
regarded as the temperature T  away from Tc but at H = 0. In this case the thermal 
critical exponent has been found. Table 3.1 on page 48 lists the various values of 65 
and ab for the four regimes.
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B oundary  weights for th e  d ilu te  A i  model
The contenders for the boundary weights are given by (3.7). With hindsight of the 
solution form (3.17) we divide throughout by the expression for ko(v) to obtain
k0{u) = g{u) k±(v)
6±{z± - v , a )  ß±{z± + v ,a ) _
ST {z± +  v, a ±  1) ß±(z± -  v , a)g^V
(3.26)
where g(v) replaces m(v) as the arbitrary function. It is important to note that since this 
method relies upon the uniqueness of zero zq for ko(v), this translates into a unique pole 
for both k±(v) when written as above. At this stage we make the substitutions for ß± and 
5±, which after a few direct cancellations yields
, / N _  #i(z± ~ u) #4(±2aA + A -  z ± - v ) _f 
^ 1 ~~ #i(*± + u) ^4(±2aA +  A -  z± + v)9 1
with the condition (z± +  zo)'d4(±2a\  +  A — z± + Zq ) = 0. 
Case I: $4(±2aA +  A — z± +  2:0 ) = 0
It is convenient to use quasiperiodicity properties
# i ( u  ± Iy )  = ±iq~1/'4eTtui94(u) 
i04( u ±  7 f )  =  ±iq~llAe^lud\{u)
(3.28)
of the theta functions in terms of nomenclature r  and q =  eKTl [43]. Thus our condition 
becomes
z± = ±2aX +  A +  zq +  hr -f mnr  (3.29)
where /, m G Z. This choice allows us to divide out the common factor in both k±(v) 
leaving the expression
k±(v)
^4(±2aA + A -T zq — v) . 
$4(±2aA + A + zq + v )g
ko(v) fli(*o ~  v)
$i{zo +  v) 9(v)
(3.30)
which follows our initial assumption of unique zeros explicitly. (The quasiperiodicity 
factors due to shifts in 7r and 7rr cancel out for each /, m.) Unlike the case of the ABF 
model, zq is not arbitrary. To find its value one method is to consider the equation 
(1,0, -1 ) (following the notation of figure 3.2). Making the choice of poles u =  — zq and 
v = —z± = — (±2aA + A +  zo + f )  we are left with the residue
94(zp2a\ -  A -  2zo)0i(-3A  -  2z0) (3.31)
For our equations to be consistent we require this residue to vanish. Clearly we can only 
have $i(3A + 2Zq ) = 0. This determines zq and hence the solution contender is explicitly
k±(v)
i94(±2aA + { -  v) 
i94(±2aA +  £ +  v)g
k0(v) f l i ( - A  +  g -
$1 (—A +  £ +
(3.32)
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where £ = -A /2  mod (In/2 A- mnr/2).
Case II: d\ ( z+ + zo) = 0
Since we exclude z_ =  z+ we must also have d^(-2a \  + A — z_ + 2 0 ) = 0 which leads 
to the solution
k± (v)
$4(±2aA + A — z+ — v) 
$4(±2aA + A — z+ +  v)^
k0(v) =
$4 (—2aA + A — z -  + v) 
d4(—2a\  + A -  z_ -  u)
g(v) (3.33)
after shifting the common factor to Zo(v). Since k+ (z+) = 0 we find that z+ = aA +A /2 + 
r /2  mod (In + mnr).  Considering equation (1,0,—1) with u = —zq =  z+ and v =  — z_ we 
find that the residues do not vanish. Thus, this case cannot lead to a valid solution. The 
remaining case of z_ =  — zq is similar and leads to no valid solutions.
Diagonal solution for off-critical A l  model
The proof that (3.32) is indeed a solution is left to chapter 4 where it is shown that
the solution obtained here is a consequence of those obtained for the model associated
(2)with the twisted affine lie algebra A\ . One can however check that the solution works 
by computational techniques involving the trigonometric limits of the solution presented. 
These limits are presented below and related back to the literature which precedes the 
more general solution here. In summary, the solution found is
/ a \
a ±  1 u
a /
\
a u
Z=
\  a I
$4 (± 2 aA + £ — u) 
d4(±.2a\ +  £ +  u)
# i ( - A  +  £ -  u )
9a(u)
9a{u)
(3.34)
(3.35)
where g a (u)  can be left arbitrary if we wish only to satisfy the RE. The parameter f  is 
limited to the values £ =  -A /2  mod (ln/2 +  mnr/2)  where /, m E Z.
In satisfying the boundary crossing relation (2.27) which here reads
E S(b)(5(a)5(c))1/ 2 W
( b c 2u' I K ( « b ■1\a  d ) \  C )
#i(2u -  A)#i(2u) 
0i(2A)0(3A)
a \
d u'
\  c /
(3.36)
one finds that
# i(f +  w)t?i(-A + £ + u)d4(2aX + f  +  u)d4(-2aX + £ + u) 
ga(U) ~  +  J)<?4(-2aA +
(3.37)
This normalisation allows the boundary Boltzmann weights to also satisfy
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• Unitarity
/  a \
K\b 0
\  c /
(3.38)
• Inversion relation
E  K (  a
\
(  c \
b U K b
c
\  c \  d /
(3.39)
where Q3 (u) = ga(u)ga( — u). The freedom in £ gives four distinct solutions
\/ a
a ±  1
a
a \
a u
\  a
=  #j( — ^  +  u ) $ j ( ^  -  w)$fc(±2 aA — 4 — -u)$fc(=f2aA — ^ +  u) (3.40)' 3A _  A _ _  A
j ,k
=  7?j(—^  +  u )$ j(^  +  w)?9fc(2aA — f  +  w)^/c(—2aA —  ^+  u) (3.41)
j ,k
where ( j ,k)  E {(1,4), (4,1), (2, 3), (3, 2)}. Each satisfies crossing symmetry up to an ex­
ponential factor. For notational convenience define
k±{j, k\u) = K
( a
a ±  1
\
u M t  =  A' a
\
u
V « yj,k \  a /
(3.42)
j ,k
following tha t of (3.2). Using functional relationships between the theta-functions one can 
show that
M j ,  k \u ) =  /j,fcg3 /4 e x p ( - i ( ^  ±  4aA -  3u)) k ± ( k , j \ u +  ^-) 
M i , k\u) =  Ij}fcg3/4exp(z(| +  3w)) M * b ilw +  ^ )
^±(U 4|u) =  -fc±(2,3 |u  +  f) 
fc0 (l,4 |u ) =  k0(2,3\u+  f)
(3.43)
(3.44)
(3.45)
(3.46)
where / 1 4  =  / 4)i =  i and ^ , 3  =  I3 2  =  1. In the critical limit below, these four solutions 
are more distinct.
One is reminded that the RSOS model is obtained through the restriction
,  7T . 1
A = 4 (1 + c rm )
(3.47)
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where a =  ±1. Using this one can investigate height reversal for k±(j , k\u)  (the result 
being the same for ko(j, k\u))
/ L 1 — CL \
K L +  1 -  a T  1 u
V L T 1 — c l /
-  “  w)#fc(=F2(L + 1 -  a)A -  f  -  u)0fc(±2(L + 1 -  a)A -  £ + u)
=  0 j ( - |  +  — w)0;t(=fc2aA — ^ — u — CT7rL/2)^ fc(=F2aA -  |  +  w +  <77tL/2)
from which one can observe that, as for the bulk weights, this symmetry is broken for L 
odd, with
/  a \ (
K \ b u ±  K
\  c ) \
L + l - b
L 1 — a 
L +  1 — c
(3.48)
ensuring that the nome p can again be regarded as a magnetic field. By the mapping 
(2.24), all the results above similarly follow for the left boundary RE solutions
( a \
b u
[ c )
5(6)'
S(a)S(c)
K b
V c
\
v!
)
(3.49)
v e r te x  m od el so lu tion s
In the critical limit (the elliptic nome p —» 0) the theta-functions go to trigonometric 
functions or unity:
M u )  s i n W  H m
p4 o 0i (A) sin (A)’ p—m 02(A)
cos(w) 
cos(A)’
^3(w)
P -> 0 0 3 ( A )
lim
p-> o
04 M
04(A)
=  1. (3.50)
It follows that under appropriate normalisation the solutions (3.40-3.41) in the critical 
limit are
k± (l ,4\u) =  sin ( ^  — u) /?o(l,4|w) =  s in (^ - fu ) (3.51)
k±(2, 3 «) =  cos ( ^  — u) /uo(2,3|w) =  cos(^  +  u) (3.52)
M 4 ,  l|w)
M 4?1| u)
— sin(±2aA -  |  -  u) sin(T2aA -  £ +  u) 
= sin(2aA — % + u) sin(—2aA -  A +  u)
(3.53)
A:±(3, 2 |u) 
k0{3, 2 |u)
= cos(±2aA — |  -  u) cos(=|=2aA -  |  -f u) 
= cos(2aA — |  +  w) cos(—2aA — % + u)
(3.54)
Furthermore, we may obtain the boundary weights for the Izergin-Korepin model by taking 
a —> oo. In this case, the solutions (3.53) and (3.54) become unity, while the others are
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unchanged, leaving three distinct solutions that recover the previously known A’-matrix 
solutions for the A\  ; vertex model [69]. The dilute 0{n)  loop model boundary weights 
are also recovered after transforming to the diagonal orientation [89].
3.2 Surface critical ex p o n en ts  o f  th e  d ilu te  A l m odel
Fusion and functional relationships
Using fusion to build up a hierarchy of models one can relate the transfer matrices 
of different fusion levels and obtain a functional relationship for the eigenvalues of the 
transfer matrix. This eigenvalue expression can then be used to solve for the critical 
exponents through identification with the free energy.
For the dilute Al model, fused face weights have been constructed in [94] from the 
weights (3.19). From the su(2) fusion rule the following functional relation is obtained 
[97]
T(u)T(u + 3A) = f(u) + T (2)(u) (3.55)
where T (2\ u )  is the fusion level 2 transfer matrix. For periodic boundary conditions
f(u) = p(u)N I (3.56)
where I is the identity matrix and
$i(2A — w)$i(3A -  w)#i(2A + u)$i(3A + u)
p(u) = 0?(2A)0}(3A)
(3.57)
is also the inversion function £i(tt) (1.44) for the bulk weights (3.19).
For open boundaries, fusion can be carried out to obtain fused boundary face weights 
based on (3.34),(3.35). One can then obtain the diagonal matrix function f (u) with coef­
ficient (a, b) as
f{u)c,d = u a (u)u+(u)p2N{u)/p{2u) 
where the factors
(3.58)
- /  \  S { C )  t x r  (  C  a-.w - „ -  2 u K ( a c
\ a
\
3A + u K
/
a
a
\ a
OJu U _  [ c 6y w  U 62m K \ b
3A + u K
\ b
\
/
(3.59)
(3.60)
are due to the right and left boundaries respectively. In accordance with [96, 8, 98, 99] 
the boundary crossing unitarity relation
T{u)T(u+ 3A) = f (u)a,b (3.61)
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Regime 1 2 3 4
fib
3 L 3 (L +  2) L - 2 L + 4 L odd
L + 4 L - 2 3(F +  2) 3 L
f is
- 3 L
L - 2
— 3 [L +  2) 
L + 4
L + 4 
L - 2
L + 4 
L - 2
L odd
Oib
2(L — 2) 
3 L
2(L +  4) 
3(L 4- 2)
-2 (1  + 4) 
L - 2
- 2 (L -  2) 
l a - 4
L even
Ots
2(2L -  1) 
3 L
2(2L + 5) 
3 (L +  2)
-6
L - 2
6
L + 4
L even
Table 3.1: Magnetic and thermalbulk and surface critical exponents of the dilute A l model.
for the eigenvalues of T (u) is sufficient for calculating both the bulk and surface free 
energies. Define the factors Tb(u) and Ts(u) so that
T{u) -  Tb{u)Ts{u) Tb(u) = n bN , Ts (u ) = k s (3.62)
where Kb and ks are the per site partition functions. For the per site free energies we thus 
have
fb(u) = -  log K6(u), fs{u) =  -  log Ks(u) (3.63)
For the bulk contribution we have
Kb{u)Kb(u + 3A) =  p(u). (3.64)
Using the inversion relation method, this relation has already been solved to determine 
the bulk free energy [83, 84]. The critical behaviour as p —> 0 is obtained through the use 
of the Poisson summation formula and is found to be
r4+i/<h> £ odd
fb ~  l (3.65)
[ p2~at> L even
where the exponents Sb and ab are given in table 3.1 for the different regimes. To 
find the surface exponents Ss and a s we need only the contribution to the surface free 
energy «5. Making use of the boundary crossing symmetry and after taking a convenient 
normalisation we obtain an inversion relation similar to the bulk case
$i(5A — 2w)$i(6A — 2u)$i(5A + 2'u)$i(6A + 2 u)
0J(5A)02(6A)
k s (u ) k s (u + 3A)
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The crossing symmetry of the DRTM and unitarity of the boundary solutions also imply 
the conditions
ks ( u ) = ks(3A — w), k s (0) — 1. (3.67)
We assume that k s (u ) is analytic in the strip 0 < R^(w) < 3A for region 1 and 2 and analytic 
in the strip -7 T  + 3A < $l(u) < 0 for region 3 and 4. These analyticity assumptions are the 
same cs for the bulk case. Setting p = e~c and making conjugate modulus transformations, 
Laurent expand log k s (u ) in powers of e~2iru' c and match coefficients to obtain
OO
/. = -4 E
k— 1
cosh(7rAfc/e) cosh[(llA -  7r)7rk/e\ sinh(27Tuk/e) sinh[2(3A — u)7rk/e] 
k sinh(7r2A:/€) cosh(67rA/c/e)
(3.68)
for regime 1 and 2. For regimes 3 and 4 the LHS of inversion relation (3.66) is altered to 
Ks {u ) ks (u + 3A — 7r) and the crossing symmetry of (3.67) becomes k s (u ) = ks(3A — u — tt). 
Working through as above we find
OO
k= 1
cosh(7rAA;/e) cosh[(11A — 7r)7rk/e] sinh(27ruk/e) sinh[2(7r — 3A + u)nk/e] 
k sinh(7r2k/e) cosh[2(7r — 3\)k/e]
(3.69)
Applying the Poisson summation formula leads to 
( p1+1/5« L odd
fa ~  < (3.70)
{ p2~as L even
as p —> 0 where the values of S5 and are in table 3.1. The values of Sa and cxa have also 
been obtained for the ABF model in [99, 74].
Ising m agnetic field exp on en t
As stated earlier, for A = ^  and L = 3 in regime 2 we have central charge c =  A and 
the model is in the universality class of the Ising model. Thus £s =  - -y  is the critical 
magnetic surface exponent of an Ising model in a magnetic field with a boundary. This is 
the first determination of this exponent without the use of scaling relations. The surface 
magnetisation
m,(H,Tc) ~ ± \ H \ ' l i ‘ (3.71)
diverges to infinity as the magnetic field H tends to zero because Ss is negative. Thus 
surface magnetization in zero field does not exist. This behavious is also known to occur 
for the spherical model.
In regimes 1 and 4 for L — 2, the Ising specific heat exponents »6 =  0 and as = 1 are 
also recovered.
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C h a p te r  4
M odels associated  w ith  th e  Affine 
Lie A lgebras
Introduction
The ABF face model [4] is naturally associated with the affine Lie algebra a [] [27]. It 
was later extended to the higher rank algebra [56] and then Xn'1 = An \  B n \C n \  Dn  ^
[55].
The dilute Al model of chapter 2 is itself a particular restriction of the A^ " model. 
This model is part of the A ^  series of models treated in [63]. All of these mocels have 
face weights parameterized by elliptic theta functions.
The boundary weights associated with the above models generalise those of he ABF 
and dilute Al model. The trigonometric limits of these weights recover previous boundary 
solutions. In this section diagonal solutions of the reflection equation are investigated with 
their derivation and proof. The inversion relation is then used to find the free emrgy and 
critical exponents related to the surface.
Summary
O  Unrestricted models
Nomenclature and theory
O  Face weights of the A n \  B n \  C n \  Dn^ and A^  models
O  Boundary weights
Derivation of diagonal solutions to the RE 
Solution for An^
Solution for B n \  C n  \  D n  ^ and A ^
Proof of RE for B {n \  C {n \  D{n1] and A[n ]
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4.1 U n restr ic ted  m odels 51
Three universal zeros of RE 
Boundary Crossing
Critical limits and vertex correspondence
O Restricted models
Recovery of ABF and Dilute Al RSOS boundary solutions
O Free energies and Critical exponents 
General scenario
T he D etails
4.1 U n restr ic ted  m odels
Nomenclature and theory
The notation and presentation of the algebras and bulk weights follow [55, 63]. We
consider the affine Lie algebras Xn'1 and twisted affine Lie algebras A ^  where X n is one
of the finite dimensional simple Lie algebras An, Bn, Cn or Dn. The twisted algebras 
( 2 ) ( 2 )A2rn and A2r{l_1 are based on the invariant subalgebras X m ~  Bm and Cm and their
non-twisted affinizations Xm  ^ ~  and Cm* respectively. Let Aj (1 < j  < n) be the 
fundamental weights and set
For a G “K q let ä be its classical part. Denote by A the set of weights that belong to the 
vector representation of X n. To express p, Aj and A introduce vectors e,- (1 < i < n) 
which are orthonormal (£i,£j) =  <St-,j. If we define
n
(4.1)
Y n + !
(4.2)
for An and denote fi as the elements of A then we have
A n  f i  —  e ß - £  ( l<p<ri+l)
Aj' =  £\ T . . .  T £j — is (1 ^  i ^ n) (4.3)
Bn fi =  ±£i or 0 (p = ±2 , 1 < f < n, or p =  0)
A j — <£T j —j— . . .  —|— <£T z' ( 1 ^ 7 ^ 7 2  — 1)
=  2  (^ 1  T  • • • +  £ n )  (7 =  72) (4.4)
Cn p =  ±£i (p =  ±2, 1 < 7 < 72)
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At- =  £\ + . . .  +  £i (1 < i < n)
Dn ß =  ±et- [n =  ±i,  1 < i < ra)
Aj = i —|— . . .  — 2 (1 ^ i ^ 72. — 2)
= 2 (^! "I" • • • +  eri-l — £ n )  (i = n — 1)
=  2 (^1 “I" • • • +  £ n - \  +  £ n )  [i =  7l)
For a G set
aß =  (a + p,A) (M 0)
1
2
so that
=  - 1 —  0 )
n + l  n+1
ä +  p  =  X I CLiSi, X I a i — 0 for
2 —  1 2 =  1
= XI a*£* f° r B n \ C n \  D n ]
i—\
(4.5)
(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)
(4.10)
We can now describe IRF models on a two-dimensional square lattice £ with fluctuation 
variables a ^  placed on each lattice site i such that
(1) a® G ‘K q Vi G £
(2) — a = ß for some ß G A  and adjacent sites i, j  G £
where the ordering of i, j  is important for An  ^ since A  /  -A  and so more precisely the 
adjacency condition (2) above can be expressed in terms of allowed Boltzmann weights as
W unless b — a,c — b,d — a,c — d £ A (4.11)
which is essentially the adjacency condition for the fluctuation variables or states a, 6, c 
and d. As usual, the Boltzmann weights depend upon the spectral parameter u G C and 
satisfy the YBE
Ew
9 ■M« ^
E 1^
9
(4.12)
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We review some notation defined in chapters 1 and 2. The representation of the bulk and 
boundary weights is
K
G
V
a -f k 
a + [L + v
(/} +  v — k  + g ) (4.13)
/I 1  a +  v \
V =  K a uN \  a +  ß /
(4.14)
The corner triangle ‘tag’ locates the state associated with the square (bulk) and triangular 
(boundary) face (assumed to be a unless otherwise stated). Note that the ‘tag’ for the 
boundary weights is unnecessary once the DRTM formulation is specified. We take the 
alternating form of the DRTM here. In the arrow representation [96], the ‘tag’ is the point 
from which the arrows emanate. This is made clear in the following relations, which also 
show the vertex-face correspondence in the critical (trigonometric) limit,
6
a 7
ß ß
a
(4.15)
Here the limit “|a| -* oo” will be specified more concretely on page 67. The YBE has
the graphical form
a b  a b
/  IL /  \  /  \ v  \
f  (—7------------------•  u —v  ) C = / (  U — V i ------------------y  c
u /
e d e
------ /  (4.16)
d
where the edges (sites) of the outer hexagon take on the same elementary vectors (states) 
on either side of the relation and the internal edges (sites) are summed over (represented 
by a full dot). Once a configuration of vector differences is specified on the outer hexagon, 
only one state (a say at the top left corner) is required to specify the others (as with any 
configuration of meeting faces).
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where the external edges of same state on each side of the relation carry the same vector 
differences and internal edges are summed. The edges connected by dashes are identiied 
as one internal edge.
If we assign states as before but starting from the top most corner and sum in both /  
and g we have the RE in the form
E ^
19
(c  b u — v \ K ag
\
u w  ( c 9
\9 a ) / \ d  f
u + u K
1 f
d
\  e
E K
(  a 
b «V(c 6u +  v j K ( f9
fa V / / ) \  e
(418)
u\w[C 9
\ d  e
u — v
The above RE (4.18) reduces to the original formulation [25, 80]
Ru{u -  v)I<i(u)R2 i(u +  v)I<2{v) = K 2(v)R2i(u + v)I<i {u)Ri2{u -  v) (4 19)
in the vertex limit (4.15).
4.2 Face w eigh ts o f  th e  A ^ \  B ^ \  C ^ \  and m odels
Consider the elliptic face models associated with [55] and A^  [63]. In these mocels, 
the states range over the dual space of the Cartan subalgebra of A'n1^ and Xn ' 1 [63], 
respectively. Arrows cc,/3,/i,z/, etc run over the set
{1,2 ,.. .,71+1} for
{1,2,.. .,77,0, 7 7 , . . . , - 1 }  for B n \ (4.20)
{1,2 ,.. . , 7 2 , - n , . . . ,-1 }  for C n \  D n \  Afyl-1
In particular, 51«, IT?? etc are to be taken over the above set. In terms of the notation of 
[55, 63] the bulk weights are given by
P P
P P
I1 + u] 
[ 1 ]
-  u ]
[a ß u \
V (i1 /  ") (4 .21)
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v
V
M  / [aßl/ + 1 ][aßl/ -  1]\  1/2
[ i ]  I  M  )
±  v)
for A n \  while for B n \  C n \  D n \  A ^  they read
(4.22)
[A -u ][ l  +  u]
" “ —Eli)— (M/0)
„  =  [ A  ~ r M]
(4.23)
[A][a
(4.24)
ß is  J
-At
[A +  u][2aß + 1 +  2A -  m] ^  [u][2aM +  1 +  A — u] .
M [A][2aM 4- 1 +  2 A] [A][2aM +  1 +  2A] a’M >
[A — u][2aß +  1 — u] [w][2aAi -f- 1 +  A — u]
[A][2aM +  1] + [A] [2a ß +  1] GaAP ± °)
In the above we remind the reader tha t aßly = aß — and aß =  — a_M for all p in 
(4.20) except ao =  —1/2 [55, 63]. The crossing parameter is given by A =  —tg/2 for X ^  
and A =  —g/2 + L/2  for A ^  (note that A is shifted by L/2  from [63]). The parameters t , g 
are given in Table 1. Here L is arbitrary for the unrestricted solid-on-solid (SOS) models 
but will be specified later for the restricted (RSOS) models. We have further defined
M  =  [tt,p] =  ^ i ( W £ .p). (4.28)
where
OO
'di(u^p) = 2 |p |1//ssin u J J  (1 — 2pn cos2u +  p2n)(l — pn) (4.29)
7 1 = 1
is a standard elliptic theta-function of nome p = e2niT. For convenience we also use
[u ,p ] '=  tf4(7ru/L,p), (4.30)
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where
04(u,p) = n ( l - 2 p » - 1/ 2cos2« + p2' - 1)(l -  pn). (4.31)
n =  1
The quantity Ga,ß is determined by G a,ß =  Ga+^/Ga {g 0) and Gafi =  1, wiere
i(i)Ga =  [di -  dj\ for A(n \
1 < z < j < n + l  
n
=  s(d)T[h(ai) [d{ — dj][d{ +  dj] otherwise.
i= 1 l < i < j < n
(4.32)
The sign factor s{d) is such tha t e(d +  ß)/s(d)  =  —1 for Cn  ^ and A ^ - i  only aid is unity 
for the other cases. The function h{a) is given in Table 1. Finally,
r r  +  1  +  2 A ]
 ^ , i l l[aM -+* a« +  1]
(4.33)
Table 1
type A(1) ßA)*->n r j l 1) a (2)A 2n 4 (2)/ 1 2 n - l
9 n +  1 2 n -  1 n +  1 2n — 2 2 n T 1 2 n
t 1 1 2 1 1 2
h(d) 1 M [2a] 1 W [2a,p2]' [2a, p2)
For the face models two inversion relations are satisfied by the bulk weights [55, 63],
E ^
a g 
b c
u W d d 
V9 c
-  U I =  SbdQi(u), (4.34)
v  w  19 c ^ \ G aGc)  L  b \ - u \ W
g d 
c d
A +  u =  SbdQ2(u).
Here the inversion functions are given by
[l +  u ] [ l - u ]  [A + w][A -  u] (i)
£ i(w) =  ------ Tn?-------> Q2 {u) =  ------------------  for A \ \
Q l M  =  Q2{u) =
[ l ] 2 ’ '  [ l ] 2
[A +  u][X — w][l +  a][l — u]
[A]2[l]'
otherwise.
(4.35)
(4.36)
(4.37)
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It is also useful to relate the bulk weights to other heights in the lattice related through 
the vector differences. For example, if we wish to relate by to au where b = a ±  ß then we 
have for
by = (a ± ß ) v =  a„± (ß,i>)
—  (I ij =fc (<S fj, £ , £  i/ £ )
—  t t y  =b { £ ^ , i £ u )  T  “F i  (£ )£ •)
= au ±  Sßjl/
(4.38)
according to the definition of £ in (4.2). For Bn \  Cn \  D n  ^ and A ^  we have similarly
bv —  ( a +  fl)y =  a y  (/a ^  ±v)
— au ±  1 (ft = ±v)  (4.39)
-  au or -  I (fi or u — 0)
not needing to consider a — ß since A = —A  for these algebras.
4.3 B o u n d a ry  w eig h ts
Derivation o f diagonal solutions to the RE
The derivation is an extension of that in chapter 3 where the boundary weights were 
found as expressions involving the bulk weights. The right reflection equation for some 
arbitrary height on the boundary is given by
(4.40)
where the internal edges are summed, i.e., a is summed over. Any particular configuration 
or summand is identifiable by the ordered list (o, /3, 7 , 6, cr). It is clear that the remaining 
edges which are not labelled follow from the value of cr since the boundary weights are 
diagonal and three vector differences around a bulk weight are enough to determine the 
fourth. Similarly to the method exploiting symmetries in chapter 3, one can obtain three 
classes of equations that need to be satisfied:
(a,ß,a,ß,Oi)  +  (a,/?, a , / ? , / ? ) , (4.41)
^ 2 ( - a , a , ß , - ß , - ( 7 )  for B n  \  C n  \  D n   ^ and A i ?  only, (4.42)
<7^0
J ^ ( —cc, 0 ,  /?, —ß, -cr) for B n   ^ and A ^  only (4.43)
a
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where only the left side of the RE is represented. These three classes of equations parallel 
the equations represented by the three groups of diagrams in figure 3.2.
Solution for A ^
For An  ^ we need only consider equation type (4.41). We fix height a to be on the 
boundary
(4.44)
It is clear that height c = a -  a — ß, where c is identified as in (4.17). Using the working 
in (4.38) one can show that cap = aap. Thus we can use the bulk weights as they are 
presented in (4.21,4.22).
After some simple cancellations the equation we are left with to solve is
kß(u)kß(v) [aQß -  u -  v][u -  v] + ka(u)kß(v) [apQ -  u + v][u + v]
= ka(u)kQ(v) [apa -  u -  v][u -  v] + kß(u)ka(v) [aaß -  u + v] [u +  v]
(4.45)
Based on the result (3.17) and in light of the triple theta-function identity (3.15) which 
here reads
[zi +  y\] [xi -  2/1 ] [x2 +  y2] [x2 -  y2] -  [an + y2] [an -  y2] [x2 +  yl] \x2 -  yi] 
= [an +  X2] [xx -  x 2] [yi +  y2] [yi -  y2]
(4.46)
we make an ansatz for the solution of the form
M u) =  (4.47)
It is then a matter of substituting this ansatz into (4.45), and choosing za and zp so that 
the triple theta identity works. This is greatly facilitated by exploiting the fact that this 
equation can be easily written in the form
kß(u)(faß(v) -  faß(-v))  = kQ(u)(fßa(v) -  fßQ(~v)) (4.48)
which guides the choice of xz and m by the condition that yi(v) = i/2 {—v). One finds this 
is possible if we take za = aa + r\ where rj is arbitrary (for each state a on the boundary).
Solution for Bn \  Cn \  Dn  ^ and A ^
For the remaining algebras we also need to satisfy (4.41). Thus we take the same 
ansatz (4.47) as for An  ^ with za = aa + rj for o ^  0. An appropriate Zq is found below. 
Note that we also have cQß = aaß if a ^  0 ^  ß  for these remaining algebras via the 
working in (4.39). For the case of a = 0, ß  ^  0 we have cpo =  apo — 1.
At this stage it is not clear that (4.42,4.43) can also be satisfied with this ansatz and 
if so, what further restrictions there may be on p. To this end, consider equation (4.42).
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Clearly we have c = a for both (4.42,4.43). Following in the spirit of chapter 3, we make 
the choice v = —aa — 77, a 7  ^ 0 and impose that the remaining residues must vanish. For 
the resulting equation we make the choice u = —a7 — 77 where 7 7  ^ a or ß and 7 0. Once
again the residues must vanish and we are left with
[2 t7 + A + 1] = 0 (4.49)
as the only viable condition on 77 for arbitrary o, ß and 7 . This condition is satisfied if we 
take 77= —( A+l ) / 2  mod (/ 7r /  2 T rmrr/2).
So far we have only considered boundary weights for non-zero vector differences fi ^  0. 
A similar argument to the above for equation (4.43) works if we have
k0(u)
[-Q0 + 77 -
[—ap T 77 T
\9a(u) (4.50)
The reason why ko(u) is different from the other boundary weights in the sign of ao is 
because of the absence of the property aß = — for fi =  0. This property in the other 
boundary weights allows cancellation of aß terms that leads to (4.49).
Although this is a simple and quick method for finding a restriction on 77 and specifying 
zo, it does not prove that the result obtained satisfies all of the equations.
Proof of RE for B {n \  C {n \  D{nl) and A^
It is claimed that the result
K  + 77 ~ u]
K  + 77 +  u]
9a{u)
[— flQ +  7 7 - 7 7 ]  
flp + 7 T u ]
9a{u)
7^  0) , (4.51)
(4.52)
where ga{u) in general can be taken arbitrary for each height a and 77 is arbitrary for An^ 
and
77 = A +  1 
2
s L t
~~2
r, s G Z (4.53)
for the rest, is a solution of the RE.
In order to prove the RE for the solutions (4.51,4.52) the following standard lemma is 
useful.
Lemma 1 If f ( u ) is entire, not identically zero and satisfies
f (u  + L ) =  e~2" Bf{u), f (u  + =  e -2"!-4'(4.54)
then A2 is a non-negative integer, f ( u ) has A 2 zeros mod L Z + L Z t and 
Yf zeros = L(B t +  A2/ 2 -  Ai).
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It is to be understood that F(u, v) depends on the surrounding heights implicitly. In the 
following, these surrounding heights may be taken as arbitrary unless otherwise stated. 
Since the function ga(u) factors out of the equation, we assume for simplicity that ga{u) = 1 
at this stage while taking into account the possible influence of the resulting poles of the 
boundary solutions.
Outline of the proof for B n \  Cn \  Dn^ and
(i.) Using Lemma 1 to compute the number and sum of the zeros of F(w,u), supposing 
that F(u, v) ^  0.
(ii.) Finding 3 universal zeros, independent of the model.
(iii.) Using elliptic identities to prove the existence of other zeros.
(iv.) Finding an incompatibility with the properties of the zeros found and the results of 
Lemma 1 to contradict F(u, u) /  0 and hence the result.
Applying Lemma 1 to F(u, v)
The quasi-periodicity properties of the bulk and boundary weights making up F(u,v) 
are found using the quasi-periodicity of the symbol [u] as in [55].
[u+L]  = - [« ] ,  [t l + L r ] = - e - " i'r- 2" ulL[u} (4.56)
Together with (4.23-4.27) and (4.51,4.52) we have:
a b 
d c
u + L]  = W
d c
W _|_ £ r  J — e - 2ni T- 2Tr i ( 2u- X+T] ) /L  pp'
K f a -  £i
\
u + L K a — ft
\
u
V a ) \  a )
K a  —  fi
\
u +  L t — e 4ni( t^a^ + r])/L f t a —  fi
\
u
\  a / \  a /
(4.57)
(4.58)
(4.59)
(4.69)
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where =  1 for p ^  0 and £o =  — 1. Also r\ — 1, —aß +  au, 0, — aß — av — 1, —2aß — 1 
for the weights (4.23-4.27) respectively (easily checked by summing the arguments of the 
theta-functions that contain u according to the sign of u).
In order to use lemma 1 we let v be fixed but arbitrary and consider F(u,v) = F(u). 
According to (4.57-4.60) we have
F{u + L, v) =  F{u), F(u + Lr, v) =  e~2^ M +A*u/L'>F{u) (4.6!)
where
A\ =  2 t — ( aa +  ap +  A — 1 ) for (4.41)
=  2r  — (aQ +  ap +  A +  1 ) for (4.42,4.43)
A2 =  4
and we have taken p =  -(A +  l)/2  or / =  m =  0. It is not too difficult to show that if 
the RE holds for this value of 77, then it holds for arbitrary / and m. Thus by Lemma 1 , 
F(u, v) =  F{u) has 4 zeros in general and their sum is L(2 — Ai) for A\ given above.
T h ree un iversa l zeros o f  R E
By using only common properties of the bulk and boundary weights, it is possible 
to find three zeros of F{u,v).  These zeros are model independent and also work for 
off-diagonal boundary weights.
We consider the LHS of F(u, v) since in most cases the working for the RHS is similar 
and/or showing it is invariant under reflection about the horizontal axis for a particular 
value uo is sufficient for F(uo,v) =  0.
u =  — v
In this case one of the bulk weights has argument 0 and so we can use the bulk unitarity 
property (1.41). This sets us up for using the boundary inversion relation (2.28) which 
leaves a solitary bulk weight as follows
For the RHS we similarly have one bulk weight but with a <-»■ e and b d. Due to reflection 
symmetry (1.42) and the delta function 6ae we have equivalence and hence F( — v,v) =  0.
u = v
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This time the other bulk weight has argument 0 and unitarity leads to 
a a a
which is the same result similarly for the RHS, therefore F(v,v) = 0. 
u = 0
(4.63)
The unitarity property of the boundary weight is exploited leading to a cancellation 
of the bulk weights by bulk inversion:
a a
(4.64)
For the RHS similar working leads to the same result with b <-»• d. Due to J&d we have 
cancellation and so F(0,u) =  0.
Further zeros of F(u,v)
At this stage it should be pointed out that there is no need to consider (4.41) further. 
This is because the initial contender for the solution was chosen in order to satisfy this 
equation. One can observe that the bulk weights of all the algebras (including A ^ )  after 
substitution into (4.41) yield the same equation after some obvious cancellations. The only 
difference being the equation involving a zero vector difference. This is however solved in 
the same way as (4.45) using the triple-theta function identity.
Let us turn to (4.42,4.43). The labelling has been chosen so that the only difference 
between the LHS of F(u, v) and the RHS is a ß. The LHS is given by
k-ß(v) Y  k - a(u) Ba,a (u -  v) Batß(u + v)
c r ^ a ß
+ k-ß(v) k-ß(u) Bß>a(u -  v) Aß(u +  v) 
+ k-ß(v) k - a(u) Aa(u -  v) Bß,a{u -  v)
(4.65)
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where
/j, u
A ß H  = fi
- \ i  - f i
(4.66)
We allow the possibility of a =  0 only (since a  =  0 =  ß is a trivial case and the equation 
is invariant up to a sign for a ß) and a =  0 in the summation to cover both (4.42) and 
(4.43). Combining both sides we have
F(u, v)
k J k~ß(V) Ba,a{u-V) Ba,ß{u +  v)
<T?a,ß \  -  k - a (v) Baß ( u - v )  BGya(u +  v)
+ k-ß{u)
k-ß{v) Bß,a( u - v )  Aß{u +  v )
-  k_a (v) A ß ( u - v )  Batß ( u - v )
(4.67)
+  k . a (u)
j k-ß(v) Aa (u-V)  Bßt0(u-V)
\  -  k_a (v) Ba}ß ( u - v )  Aa {u +  v)
for which we seek further zeros u =  uq. It is clear that if we try uq — 77 — aa then 
k - a (uo) =  0 and the last term vanishes leaving a more concise equation. It is furthermore 
facilitated by the fact that we only need consider
Aß(u) =  Bßtß(u) +
[A — u] [2aß +  1 — u] 
[A] [2a ^  -f 1 ]
(4.68)
since ß ^  0 where Bßtß(u) is to be understood strictly in the functional sense of (4.26). 
We now have
QaA V) F(U0, V) V" k (v . \  [U0 +  V}[U0 ~  V]Gg,a r l /  '
f \ v )+ k-ß(u0)
[A][aa +  aß 4- l][fla +  aa +  l]
__________ l_
[X)[2aß -f l][aa + aß 1]
(4.69)
where
9<*Av) =
[r] -  aa +  v][r] -  aß +  v][\]
(Ga,aGa,p ) l / 2
(4.70)
is a common factor and
f i W
= [r)-aa+v][r)-aß-v][a(T+aß +  l  + \ -U o - v ] [ a (7+ a a +  l  +  \ -U o+ v]
(4.71)
-  [i7- a a +  v][r)-aß-v][aa +  aß +  l +  \ - u o - v ] [ a a-\-aa +  l +  \ - u 0+v]
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/ »
=  [uo-v][rj-aa+v][ri-aß — v ] [ \ -u o -v ] [ 2 a ß + l -u o -v ] [ a ß + a Q + l + \ - u o + i \  (4.72)
-  [u0+v][ri-aQ-v][r] -aß+v][\ -uo+v][2aß+l-uo+v][aß+aa + l + \ - u o - i ]
are two functions that have the property f (v )  =  —f (  — v). Using the triple theta-bnction 
identity after substitution of uq = r\ — aa (recall that rj = — (A -f l) /2  here) we obtain
f i ( v )  =  [a<r + aa -  2rj\\aß-aa\ [4 77 - a a - 2 a a - a ß][2v]
f 2{v) = - [ r ) - a a -v][r ) -aa +  v][aa+aß + l][aa -aß - l -2 r} ] [4 r ) -2 a a-2aß][iv]
(4.73)
Substitution back into (4.69) allows us to factor out the dependence of v so that ve have
9aAv)
I7] ~ aa — V][V~ aa +  V][2v]
F(u0,v) =  [aa - a ß]Faß (4.74)
where
~ > [a a  — (ia\[4r] 2aa — aß — aUi
fa, ß =  2 - ,  “ --------------
cr£a. [aa -f- aß + 1] [aa +  aa -f-1]
a, a
+
— — 1 — 277] [4r]—2aa — 2aß\
[2rj-aa - a ß]
(4.75)
At this stage we are in a very convenient position to utilise some results of [55] .0 prove 
Faß  =  0. The following three identities are proven there.
L em m a 2 For any a, b, c, u, v, w, A (u +  v +  w = A), we have the identity
[b +  c -f- u\ [c +  a +  u] [a +  v + w]
0 =  — [A — u][X — v][X -  w] 
+  [A -  u][v][w 
+ M [A -u][w
+ M W [ A - w
[b +  c][c+ a][a +  b]
[2a — w] [a T 5 -t~ A — u ][flT c_|- A — m]
[2a] [a +  b][a +  c]
[b -f a +  A -  u] [2b — u] [b +  c +  A — w]
[b +  a] [2b] [b +  c]
[c +  a +  A — u] [c T b +  A — u] [2c — w]
[c +  a][c+b][2c\
+ MMM E  \ [a + A ~ - + f [b ~ l' u a’1[c-,+ A ~ wpT [a + W]|> + u,][c + W]
where the summation ^  is over the half periods u  =  0, L/2,  L t /2, L{ 1 + r ) /2  and
9{u) — 0 u  = 0 , L / 2 ,
= \ / L  u) = L t /2, L(1 + t )/2.
(4.76)
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For arbitrary u we have
[aß +  Q-k +  1 *F A — n] [a„ +  a^ +  l +  A +  w]^(
K [dß +  Ö«; +  +  aK +  1]
_ i y  [aß +  1/2 +  A -  M +  a;][fl^ +  1/2 +  A +  u +  a;] 2ni0(u)
2 w [a^ t + 1/2 + w][öj/ +  1/2 + a;]
_ c [A -  u][A +  -a][2aM][2aM +  2] x _
M" [l]2[2aM +  l]2
(4.77)
where 9(u) and values of u  are as for Lemma 2. The final identity tha t we need here is
[au +  aK +  1 +  2 A] _  [2A][2aI/ +  1 +  A] 
[au +  a« +  1] a’* [A][2a„ +  1]
(4.78)
We now consider Fap for a ^  0. After substituting back 77 =  — (A +  l) /2  and making the 
choice u =  ap +  aa +  1 +  A, we have by identity (4.77)
y-y [ a a  ~  fla][aaT2aa +  a/g +  2-f-2A]^f
a^a \a „ -\-  a p - \- l][a(7 + aa + 1]
a ,a
=  i E
[—1/2 — dg +  u>][2aQ +  3/2 +  2A +  ap +  ca] ^nie(ui)
\aa +  1/2 +  u/j[a^ +  1/2 +  lo\
(4.79)
for the LHS of Fap. Now we utilise Lemma 2 with u =  ap +  aa +  1 +  A, v =  — u, w =  A, 
a =  ap +  1/2 and b =  aa +  1/2 (all factors with c cancel due to our choice of tu). The 
result for the LHS of F^p now becomes
[A +  u] [b +  a +  A — ti][26 +  u] [A — u][b +  a +  A — it] [2a — u]
[it] [6 +  a] [26] [it] [6 +  a] [2a] 1 ’
with a, b and it as chosen above. Taking a common denominator and applying the triple 
theta-function identity, the simplified result cancels with the RHS of Fap. Thus we have 
proven that F(ito, u) =  0 for the equations of type (4.42).
Turning to the last possibility, we take a  =  0. Substituting ao =  - 1 /2  we have
Fo,p E [a<r + a p  + 1 + 2A] ^r -I v_7  I[aa 4- ap -f- 1] +
[A — 1/2 — ap][2ap -f- 1 -f- 2A] 
[ap 4- 1/2 +  A]
(4.81)
Now we make use of identity (4.78) to rewrite the summation ^  in terms of the RHS of
(4.78) and the summand at a =  0. We obtain
<7^ 0
~ _  [2A][2ap +  1 +  A] _ [ap +  1/2 +  2A] [A -  1/2 -  ap][2ap +  1 4- 2A]
[A p a ^ + 1 ] [ap+  1/2] +  [ap +  1/2 +  A] J
which reduces to zero after taking a common denominator and applying the triple theta- 
function identity. Thus we have proven that F(u0, u) =  0 for the equations of type (4.43).
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In summary we have showed that F(w, v) = F(u) has zeros at u — 0, ±u, 77-  aa. The 
sum of these zeros does not correspond to the sum given by Lemma 1. In fct, by the 
symmetry q H  /i up to a sign of the equations (4.41-4.43) we also have the zeroi = rj — ap 
making five zeros in total. The contradiction in the number or sum of the zer»s leads to 
F(u,v)  =  0. This completes the proof.
B ou n d ary  C rossing
We now seek to find an appropriate function ga{u) in (4.51,4.52) that allows >ur bound­
ary weights to satisfy the boundary crossing relation
E
b GaGc
/ \ (  n \
1 b c , \  r. a2 u K b u
\a d ) \  c /
-  Qs{u- \ ) K
(
\
(4.83)
where we do not include since these models do not have a crossing symmetry of the
bulk weights. The boundary crossing function Q3 (u) is given by
[2 "  2U1 for A?'
8s{«) -  -j [2u +  2A][1 -  A — 2u]
[ ip
for the rest (except A ^ j)
(4.84)
The above crossing relation determines the quotient ga(u')/ga(u) . Togethe with the
freedom in the choice of rj (4.53) we find
9 a { u )  =
. , . . s  . - 2 ™ » / L  +  n)  TT [tßaß +  >) + « ]
a i >  h ( V )  11 ,] (4.85)
where u  is given by
0 A "
A / ^ ( ^ )  rfi1) n  ) J-sn
u  — < A -  1/2 B i 1} (4.86)
A -  1 /2 - i / 2  A ®
X - L / 2 a {2)
and za(u) is any function satisfying za{u') =  za(u). Our boundary solutions ilso satisfy 
unitarity and boundary inversion
(  a
\
(  a \ (  C
\
K b 0 = <5«,o E K b u K b — u
V c ) C \  c ) \  d /
=  ß3(u)Satd (4.87)
if we take za(0) =  1 and Q3 (u) = ga(u)ga( - u ) respectively.
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C ritica l lim its and v er tex  corresp on d en ce
For the vertex correspondence it is convenient to define
h = in/2L, k = e~^>L =  e“2\  x = e2iriu' L, £ =  e2niX/L = e4h (4.88)
in correspondence with the parameters h, fc, a; and £ in [53]. In the limit p —> 0, |aM| -» oo 
(/a ^  0) the bulk weights (4.21-4.27) reduce, up to normalization, to the vertex Boltzmann 
weights given in [18, 53, 63]. In taking the limit, it is important to identify the orderings 
(4.20) with 1, 2 ,...,iV  in [53]. This identification leads to taking the limit in the order 
\ka' I <C |fcat|, (i < j)  for A\  and \kai | <C |A:a2| <C • • • \kan\ <C 1 for the other algebras.
Taking the limits in the same way for the boundary weights, new diagonal K -matrices 
are found that satisfy the the RE and the trigonometric limits of (4.83,4.87). It is useful to 
use the function sgn(z) = -1 , 0,1 according to whether z < 0, z =  0 or z > 0 respectively.
The RE for An'1 has the diagonal vertex solutions
K %(u) = F{u)e4s&n(a- K)husmh[2h{(t>+ea- Ku)], (4.89)
where 4> £ C, k £ R and F(u) are arbitrary. Note that for non-integer k there are 
essentially only exponential solutions. Since any RE in the vertex limit involves only two 
boundary weights and the sign of their state difference, the following (cf. k = 1 or n + 1) 
solution is also admissible
[ F{u)e~2hu sinh[2/i(</> + u)] a < /c,
K Z ( u ) = \  (4.90)
( F(u)e2hu s\nh[2h((f) — u)] a > k.
This recovers the solution for the An  ^ vertex model given in [29] if we take h =  1/2. The 
function F(u) is not restricted by the RE. However for (A =  — 1), its appropriate choice 
renders the vertex analogue of (4.83) still valid with the same Q3 (u) and [u] oc sinh(2hu). 
Up to an overall factor z(u) obeying z(u) = z( 1 — u), there are three such normalized 
solutions. One of them is given by putting k  =  1 and F(u) =  1 in (4.90). The other two 
are (K{(u), K^iu)) = (1,1) and (e~4/lu, e4hu).
For the remaining algebras we classify the vertex limit according to whether the integer 
s in (4.53) is 0 or 1.
5 =  0.
F ( u ) e ~ 4S&n (Q)hu
l  sinh[2/i(^-cau) + iy :]
K%(u) =
\  x s in h [2 / i ( ^ T -u )  +  ^ ]
F(u)e~4s&n(a)hu s\nh[4:h(^-  -  u ) ]
d!1) a (2)
D n  i ^ - 2 n
r (i) 4 (2) (4.91)
F(u)e~4s^n^ hu D (x)
s =  1. In this case we have only K  matrices which are multiples of the identity:
F(u) B n ] , D n \  A ^ - i
F(u) sinh[4/i(^|T _ w)] C n \
K M  = (4.92)
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As in (4.89) and (4.90), F(u) is not restricted from the RE in (4.91) and (4.92). However, 
the simple choice F(u) = 1 (up to a factor z(u) satisfying z(u + A) = z(—u)) allows the 
vertex analogue of (4.83) to hold with again the same Q2>{u) and [u] oc sinh(2hu).
All the solutions in [69] can be recovered from our solution for A ^ . Besides the 
identity solution (s = 1), (4.91) in this case is proportional to
KZl(u) = e4'1“ , K°(u)
sinh[2ft(| +  a) + ?f] 
sinh[2fi( j  — u) + ^y1]
K \ (w) =  e~4hu . (4.93)
This can be identified with the two nontrivial solutions in [69].
4.4  R e s tr ic te d  m o d e ls
The RSOS models follow in a natural way from the unrestricted models that we have 
discussed so far. To do this, one sets L = t{l +  g) for Xn'1 (L = t(l + g) for X n )^ where 
t ,g are given in Table 1 and l is a positive integer. The local state a is taken as a level / 
dominant integral weight of Xn^ {Xn^ for X ^ ) .  One also imposes special adjacency rules 
on the states (see [55, 63] for details). Then it has been shown that the restricted bulk 
weights are finite and satisfy the STR (4.12) and the inversion relations among themselves. 
All such features follow easily in the boundary case. Namely, under the restriction the 
boundary face weights (4.51,4.52,4.85) (with the simple choice za(u) = 1 for example) are 
finite and satisfies the RE and boundary crossing relation (4.83) among themselves. The 
only previous boundary solutions for such RSOS models were for the ABF model [19, 2] 
and for the dilute Al models built on A ^  [9].
R ecovery  o f  A B F  and D ilu te  A l  R SO S boundary so lu tion s
As stated in chapter 3, the ABF RSOS model is related to A ^  and the Dilute Al
( 2 )RSOS model is related to A\ . The solutions found in the previous chapter can be derived 
from the solutions here.
For the A ^  model, the restriction is as above with t = 1, g = 2 and so L > 3. Thus 
we have A =  —tg/ 2 =  —1.
Let x stand for a parameter of the bulk weights of the ABF model in their usual form 
(3.11). Identifying the weights in this usual form with the weights given by (4.21,4.22) it 
is found that x = —x n / L , namely
ü = —ttu/ L , Ä =  —Xn/L  =  7t/L , a\ /2  = —ain/L,  (a\ /2 = a2 ^ /  L) (4.94)
which leads to the connection between the boundary weights for (4.51) and the ABF 
model (3.17) if we associate L — L — 1.
For the dilute Al model, the corresponding mappings are
ü = —nu/L,  \ = — 'k/ 2L, 2a\  =  — a\n/L  + nr/2  (4.95)
which lead to the connection between the boundary weights for A\ 1 (4.514.52) and the 
dilute Al model (3.34,3.35).
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Table 1
type ,4<'> B (nl) (n > 2) d 1’ (n > 1) D{nl)(n> 3)
level / > 2 l > 2 l > 1 l > 2
A -1 - n + \ — n -  1 —n +  1
L 1 + 2 l T 2n — 1 2(1 +  71+1) l +  2n -  2
4.5 Free energies and  C ritical exponen ts
Here the inversion relation method is applied to obtain the surface free energy for the 
B n \  Cn^ and Dn^ face models. Following chapter 3 we have the unitarity relation
T(u)T(u  +  A) =  e M ß s ( - u ) e2N (4.96)
q{2u)
for the transfer matrix eigenvalues due to the crossing unitarity relation and disregarding 
finite-size corrections. The values of g(u) and £s(u) are given in (4.36,4.37,4.84) where we 
identify g(u) = Qi(u) = g2(u) for the algebras in question here. We define 7&(u) =  k%n 
and Ts(u) = ks and have the bulk and surface free energies per site as fb(u) = — log /^(u) 
and f s(u) =  — log ks(u) respectively.
The RSOS formulation above is applied, the values of /, A and L for the algebras in 
question given in table 2. The level / =  1 is not treated for the B^  and RSOS 
models as they are completely frozen.
G en eral scenario
Instead of treating each inversion relation for Kb and ks seperately, a general inversion 
relation is introduced that covers all the possibilities. Let k specify either the bulk or 
surface per site partition function. Then we have the inversion relation
k(Ai + u)k(A2 +  au) -  +  — —- (4-97)
CLi 1 d
in terms of some model dependant constants A\, A 2} cr = ±1, a{ and 6. We recall that
OO
[u] = f l i(nu/L,p) = 2|p|1//8sin(7rw/L) ]^[ (1 — 2pn cos(27T'u/L) +  p2n)(l -  pn). (4.98)
71=1
for elliptic nome p — e2nir. It is convenient to introduce the function
OO OO
E( z ,p ) =  n ( l - p " - 1z)(1 - P n*“ 1)(1 - P n) =  { - l ) npn{n~1),2zn (4.99)
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which is related to the above theta-function through the conjugate modulus transformation
(4.100)0i (* u/L,p)  =  ^ ^ e (“- L/2)V / (iE)£ ( e - 4,r2“/ \p ')
where e =  2niLr  and p' = e 4n2L/e is the conjugate nome of p =  e e/L. Also introduce 
the new variables
x =  e"47r2/£, w — e— 4 n 2 u/ e (4.101)
so that we have
k(xAi w)si(xA2wa) = J
a,
E(xa,wb)E(xa'w b) 
E 2(xa>)
(4.102)
where we have taken the obvious change of parameter dependence k (u ) —I «:(e_47r2u/ e). We 
now make the assumption that /c(w) is analytic and nonzero in the appropriate annulus 
Xi  <  u < A2 depending on our model. This allows us to Laurent expand In k (w ) in powers 
of w as
OO
In k (w ) = cnwn (4.103)
71—  — OO
The function E(z,p') above has the logarithm
OO
ln E(z,p') = -
k—1
zk +  pikz -k
k(l  — p,k)
(4.104)
Taking the logarithm of both sides of (4.102) and matching coefficients in powers of w we 
can solve for the coefficients cn. Here we give an example with <7=1. For this case we 
obtain
, - { A \  +A2)bne’/L
Cbn —
CO =
2cosh[(Ai — A^bne' j  L\ E
cosh[(2a;/L — 1 )ne']
nsinh(ne')
(n ^  0)
- EE
n =  1 a,
cosh[(2ai/L — 1) rze'] 
n sinh(ne')
(4.105)
where e' = —‘l n 2L/e and all the other coefficients are zero, i.e., cm = 0 for integer m  if 
cm 7^  Cbn for all integers n. Combining these results and setting /  =  — In k one obtains
/  =  - 2 E
sinh[{u — A\)be'n/L\ sinh[(w — A 2 )be'n/L] 
nsinf^e'n) cosh[(Ai — A 2 )be'/L\
x ^co sh [(2 a ;/L  -  1 )e'n/L]
a,
(4.106)
We now give explicitly the free energies for some of the algebras in regimes II and III.
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Free en ergy  for
We first consider the model in regime III ( — 1 < u < 0 and 0 < p < 1). After taking a 
convenient normalisation in (4.96) we have
Kb(u)Kb( - 1 +  u) =  ^  +  jfjp----— (4.107)
for the bulk and
ks(u)ks( - 1  +  u)
[2 + 2u][2-2u]
~W~ (4.108)
for the surface. We suppose that Kb(w) is analytic and nonzero in the annulus 1 < w < x x 
which leads to
AM =  E
s i n h ( ^ )  sinh (*f»Ü±2l) cosh
nsinh( 27r2nL cosh( 27r2n '
for the bulk free energy and
sinh( ^ )  sinh cosh
fs{u) =
nsinh(27f2nL) cosh(^J1)47r2n '
(4.109)
(4.110)
for the surface free energy.
Now consider the A ^  model in regime II (0 < u < — 1 -f- L/2 and 0 < p < 1). In this 
case we need to modify for the appropriate analyticity strip, with
Kb(u)Kb(-U) =
Kb(u)nb(L — 2 — u) =  
for the bulk and
1 +  L/2 +  u) =
[1 4- u][l -  u]
[ i ] 2
[2 +  u][u]
[ l ] 2
[2 +  2u][2 -  2u]
[2] :
(4.111)
(4.112)
(4.113)
for the surface. We assume that Kb(u) and ks(u) are analytic and nonzero in this regime, 
and in a similar manner obtain
AM = -  E
+ E
/.(«) = - E
s i n h ( ^ ) s i n h  ( 2,f2"<L- 3)) sinh
nsinh(“ ^ )  s*nh
sinh(2 4 ™“ ) si n h ( ^ ) s i n h
> 7 i s in h (2 ^ ) s in h
s m h ( ^ )  sinh ( 2*2" M 2- 2")) cosh
n sinh( 2ir2nL ) cosh (IziMEzll)
(4.114)
(4.115)
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for the bulk and surface free energy.
Free energy for B n \  C n  ^ and Dn^
Now consider the Bn  ^ and Dn * models in regime III (A < u < 0 and 0 < p < 1) with 
A as given in Table 1. For these models the inversion and bounday crossing functions are 
given by
[A +  u][X -  u][l +  u][l -  u]
e(u] = --------------i w P -------------- (4.116)
Q s { u )
[2A +  2u][l -  A -  2u]
n r
(4.117)
After appropriate normalization, we have
Kb(u)Kb( A +  u) =
[—A +  w][—A — w][l +  w][l -  u]
FWW
for the bulk and
(4.118)
ks(u)ks( A +  u) [-2A +  2u][-2A -  2w][l -  A +  2u][l -  A -  2u] 
[—2A]2[l -  A]2
(4.119)
for the surface. Under the appropriate analyticity assumptions we obtain the bulk and 
surface free energies
M n )  = - 2 £
s in h ( ^ ^ ) s in h  ( 27rM A~N> 
n s i n h ( ^ T )
cosh cosh
(4.120)
cosh ( 2^ --A)
f s (u) =  - 2  £
sinh(lzLimi)sinh ( 47rM A~N>)
n sinh( 2n2n L '
c o s h  ^ 2.r2n(L+3A  —1) ^ c o s h  ^ 2 ^ ^ + ! ] (4.121)
cosh( 47r2n A '
Now consider the B n \
0 < p < 1). Similar to the A
Cn^  and Dn^  models in regime II (0 < u < A +  L/2 and 
j1^ model the inversion relations are modified to
Kb(u)nb( - u )
Kb(u)Kb(L +  2A — u)
ks{u)ks(\ +  L/2 +  u)
[-A  + ri][-A -  w][l +  u][ 1 -  u]
H W
[w][-2A +  w][l -  A +  u][—l -  A +  u]
F l F
[—2A -f 2u][-2A -  2u][l -  A +  2u][l -  A -  2u] 
[ 2A ]2[1 -  X]2
(4.122)
(4.123)
(4.124)
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From these relations we obtain
fb(u) =
sinh
x -----
^  s in h ( ^ ^ ) c o s h
n s i n h ( ^ )
( 2 ^ n ( W - U)) sinh ^^n(L+2A-l)  ^ + sinh s;nh(M n)
sinh
(4.125)
(4.126)
~  s in h (^ 4 ^ )  sinh ( 47rM L+2A~20 )
f s{ u ) - - 2  Y ,  n s in h (27^nL)
n =  —oo
X
cosh cosh (4’127)
c o s h
for the bulk and surface free energies. Note tha t in this case we also obtain the free energies 
of the level l A ^ - i  model, which corresponds to the level n model on changing the 
signs of u and A, as follows from level-rank duality [63].
Critical exponents
To obtain the critical exponents from the free energy expressions, we obtain the singular 
term through the use of the Poisson summation formula [15].
For the model in regime III we have
fb ~  |
p2 ab log p 
nsc
for L = 2m 
for L = 2m +  1
(4.128)
for the bulk, where nsc denotes “no singular contribution” 
bulk specific heat exponent is given by
and m is some integer. The
(4.129)
For the surface free energy we find
p 2 - a s for L =  2m +  1
I s  ~  - p2-as logp for L =  4m (4.130)
k nsc for L = 4m +  2
where the excess specific heat exponent is given by
On the other hand, for the model in regime II we have
p2 ab for L 4
p2~ab log p for L = 4
(4.131)
(4.132)
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for the bulk, with
Oib =  2 —
L
L -  2
For the surface free energy,
(4.133)
f s ~ <
P2
p2-as Jog p
for L 7  ^4 
for L = 4
(4.134)
with
cvs — ^
L
(4.135)c-7lCM
1
The bulk results (4.128), (4.129), (4.132), (4.133) have been obtained for the ABF model 
[4], as have the surface results (4.130) and (4.131) [98, 74].
For the and models in regime III we have
fb ~
p2-otb
p2~ab log p
for L 7  ^ -2mA, L 7  ^ —2mA +  1 
for L =  —2 mA (4.136)
1 nsc for L — —2mA +  1
with exponent
« 6  =  2 + A . (4.137)
While for the surface energy,
fa ~  <
p2~as
p2-as Jog p
for L 7  ^ —4mA, L 7  ^ —4mA +  A + 1 
for L =  —4mA (4.138)
, nsc for L — —4mA +  A +  1
with exponent
L
0 's — 2  +  — .
4A
(4.139)
For the B n \  Cn  ^ and Dn'* models in regime II we have
rp2> OC
fOT L +  2A *  mi and ^  2 m 2  ~~ 1
fb ~  < pl-Gb logp f° r L + 2X -mi and [  + 2X *2 m 2  1
(4.140)
nsc
fOT L + 2 X ~  2mj ~~ 1
with exponent
"t = 2 (4.141)
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For the surface energy
f a  ~  <
2-a c L / T +  3A — 1
P ' f O T 2 ( L T 2 X ) # m i ' L + 2X
, A + 1 ,
and *  3 “  1
2 - a  l r L L +  3\  — 1 .
P *l0gP f° r 2(Z~+~2A)  ^ m i'  I  +  2A~ *  -  1
and ^  2i"3 - 1
L -f- 3A — 1 
nsc tor —---- ——
with exponent
a s = 2 -  ■- ~L--
-+ - A + 1
—  =  2 rri2 -  1 or  -----— =  2m^ — 1L + 2A L + 2A
(4.142)
(4.143)
In the above mi, m2 and m3 are arbitrary integers.
( 2 )In this case the exponents of the level l A2rl_l model follow under level-rank duality 
with the level n model on changing the sign of A.
The bulk and surface specific heat exponents are seen to satisfy the relation 2as =  
2 + c*fc. More generally, this relation can be inferred directly from a comparison of the 
singular behaviour of the functional relations for Kb(u) and ks(u). The known scaling 
relations [23] atf, =  2 — 2^, as = at, + v are consistent with this relation and can be used to 
infer the value of the correlation length exponent v. These relations have been confirmed 
explicity for the eight-vertex [8] and the CSOS [99] models for which the exponent v is 
known. For the present models, in regime III we thus expect
v L _  I + g
4Ä “  ~2g~
1 + 2
4
l T 2 72 — 1 
' 2(2n — 1)
/ T 272 — 2 
4(72 — 1)
for
for Bn  ^
for Dln1]
In regime II
r 1 +  2 
21
for
L l +  g
l T 2 t2  — 1  
21
for
2 ( L  + 2A) 21 l T 72 T 1  
21
for Cn ^
l  -F 2 t2 — 2 
1 2/ for Dn ^
(4.144)
(4.145)
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and
L
2 [L -  2A)
1  "f" T L  - ) -  1
2 n
for A ^I o r  / 1 2 n - l - (4.146)
These results remain to be confirmed via a direct calculation of the correlation length. 
Our results are consistent with a number of partial checks:
• Regime III
(i) There is an equivalence at level / between the b [^ model and the degree 2 fusion A ^  
model. Formally setting n =  1 in the Bn  ^ model we see that the bulk free energy of the 
level / B j1^ model agrees with the result obtained for the level / degree 2 fusion A ^  model 
[28]. The bulk free energy of the Bn  ^ model at the critical point (p —> 0) is consistent 
with the result obtained from the string hypothesis [64, 65].
(ii) Formally setting n =  2 in the Dn^ model, the bulk and surface free energies agree 
with twice those of the A ^  RSOS model. This is due to the fact that =  A^1* ® A ^ \ 
The bulk free energy of the Dn'* model at the critical point is also consistent with the 
result from the string hypothesis. Further we can check that the exponent 2/V of the Dn  ^
model is consistent with the result from the thermal scaling relation if we identify the 
dimension of the generalized (1, 3) operator in the conformal field theory [33] as playing 
the role of the thermal operator.
• Regime II
(i) The bulk free energy of the level / ß [^ model agrees with the degree 2 fusion A^1* 
model with level l.
(ii) The results of the level / c j 1^ model are consistent with those of the (/+  l)-state A ^  
model. The results of the level 1 Cn  ^ model are also consistent with those of the (n + In­
state Aj1' model in regime III with nome p2. This latter correlation length exponent has 
been obtained directly for the ABF model in regime 111 [75].
(iii) The bulk and surface free energies of the model agree with twice those of the 
A[l) RSOS model.
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C h a p te r  5
T iling M odels
Introduction
Random tiling models have been used recently to solve for properties of quasicrystals. 
A tiling is a cover of the plane, without gaps or overlaps, by objects of certain shapes. 
Quasi-crystals were discovered recently [79] and have more angles of rotational symmetry 
than crystals. So far work has concentrated on two-dimensional models, including the 
important case of the square-triangle random tiling model. This is the first model whose 
integrability can be related precisely to an integrable lattice model, namely the model 
associated with the affine A^  Lie algebra [41]. The lattice model with boundaries can 
therefore be related to a tiling model with boundaries.
Summary
O Bulk and boundary weights of the A^  model 
Reflection equations
Assuming diagonal solutions all non-trivial 
Allowing some diagonal solutions to be trivial
O Boundary vertices
Boundary tiles as limits of boundary vertices
O Solutions of the RE for An face models 
Reflection equations
Assuming diagonal solutions all non-trivial
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T he D etails
5.1 Bulk and boundary weights of the A% model
We introduce the following notation for the bulk and boundary weights:
where the usual face representation is used for convenience, noting that there is no depen­
dence on height states here. The bulk weights are
a a sinh(w + A) , w e ~u  s g n ( a - b )  sinh(A) , a _ j 3ß\<X sinh(ii) , (5.2)
where here and in the following o, ß, 7 , etc., will be taken to be nonequal members 
of {1,2,3} except in some obvious cases where equality may be possible. We recall the 
reflection equation
u — v
u + v
u — v
(5.3)
where now we do not associate equivalence with the reflected diagram as in (4.40) since we 
seek off-diagonal boundary weights. The total number of equations can be characterised by 
the (4,3)-vectors ( a , ß \ y , 6 )  corresponding to (5.3), where 4 is the length (dimensionality) 
and 3 is the cardinality of its elements. Thus there are 34 or 81 1-dimensional equations. 
These can readily be subdivided into 14 classes of structurally equivalent equations. This 
can be seen from the sequence 1,2, 5 ,14 ,41 ,... or from the formula
#orbits =  l/\G\ ^  <p(w) (5.4)
7t£G
where G is the group of symmetries of a triangle. These 14 classes can further be reduced 
to the ten equations
(o ,a |a ,a ) (a,oi\oi,ß) (a,a\ß,oi )  (a,oc\ß,ß) ( a , ß \ a , ß )  
{<x,ß\ß,(x) { a , a \ ß , y )  (a,/3|c*,7) ( a , ß \ ß , i )  (a,/?|7,a)
(5.5)
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where one element from each class has been taken as a representative, by using the in­
variance of the reflection equation with respect to reflection about the horizontal, i.e., 
(o, ß\y, (5) -> (7, <5|o, ß). For simplicity define
P =  sinh(w + A), 1$ e~u s9n(a-ß) sinh(A), X =  sinh(w),
and impose the condition that in a product of two bulk weights the left factor has argument 
u — v and the right factor u + v. Similarly the reflection weights have arguments u and v 
respectively. Thus for example
PXKgK% = P(u -  v)X(u + v)Kß(u)K^(v)(5.7)
otherwise (or for clarity) the arguments will be shown.
R eflection  eq u ation s
(a, a\a, a)
r$(u + v)(K%K%-  k Zk %) +  / “ ( « + v)( iqi<2 -  =  0 (5.8)
(cv, Qf|a, ß)
PPK%Kß
+ PIßKßKß
+ P I° K° Kß
IgPK
= + n n Kl Kt
+ XXK%K%
{a,a\ß,a)
{PX -  X P ) K ß K °  = X ( I p < ßK aß +  I*K}K° )  + IßXK%Kß
(at a\ß,ß)
This equation is trivially satisfied.
(a,ß\ot,ß)
(IßJ < aJ<ß -  Iaß KßpK- )X+
V (IßKp - IßaK%K°a + I ^ K } -  = 0
(5.9)
(5.10)
(5.11)
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(a,ß\ß,a)
P(u + v){K°0K? -  K^Iig) +  /*(» + v)(K°I<2 -  K2I<°) =  0 (5.12)
(a, a\ ß, i )
(PX  -  X X ) K ß K ß  = I * XK °K g (5.13)
(a,ß  |a,7)
IßX K aK ßJa a 7
+ xpiigiq 
+ XI$K$K*  
+ x q / q i
7 _ q x K ^ i
+ XXK%K°
(5.14)
(<*,ß\ß,y)
iMiqiq 
+  lgPK°0 K%
+ i ^ k «k ;
i WK
=  +IPPK0K$
+ q q K
(5.15)
(a,ß\y,a)
/£(« -  v)I<°I<e =  -  v) i<2iq (5.16)
A ssum ing diagonal solutions all non-trivial
Combining (a,ß\ß1a) and (a ,o |o ,o )  imposes K ß K ß — K ßKß.  From (0,01/3,7), 
upon interchanging ß and 7 we have that at least one of Kß  and Kß is identically zero. 
From this it is easily shown that all the non-trivial off-diagonal solutions share the same 
zeros.
Without loss of generality we may take Kß 7^  0.
By (o, o|o,/3) one can show that relative to the diagonal weights, the only possible 
zero of the off-diagonal weights is 2u = 0.
Equation (or, a\ß,Oi) with ß —> 7 and Kß = 0 implies K ßKß  =  0. Since we have 
assumed that Kß  7^  0, we must have K ß = 0.
Using the identies:
• sinh(a +  y) sinh(a — y) — sinh(6 +  y) sinh(6 -  y) =  sinh(a + b) sinh(a -  b)
• sinh(a + y) sinh(6 + y) — sinh(a — y) sinh(6 — y) =  sinh(a +  b) sinh(2y)
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one can solve (a, Oi\a,ß) giving
K% =  e~u s9nia~ß) sinh (y _f. w) , A^ = eUS5n(a~^sinh(y +  w) , 
A'  ^ = /(a,/3) sinh(2w)
(5.17)
where f(<y,ß) is unrestricted and y is arbitrary.
Suppose we take A'  ^ ^  0 (and so K 2 = 0) then we get similarly from (7,7!7,/3) that
— e us9n(a 0) sinh(y 4- u) , Kß = eUS9n(a ^  sinh(y — u) , 
!<} =  / ( y,ß)  sinh(2w)
with sgn(a -  ß) — sgn ( 7  — ß). Using these solutions in (o,/3|a,/?) yields K ^ K q =  0, 
thus A'f = 0. This leaves only Kß and Kß as non-zero off-diagonal weights. Verifying the 
equations (5.8-5.16) one finds the requirement a = 7 or KZ = 0. Taking nonequal vector 
magnitudes a, ß and 7 implies that Kß = 0. In the same fashion, one can show that 
taking K2 7^  0 will lead to a similar result, i.e., either ß = 7 or K 2 = 0. Our remaining 
option is to suppose A'f 7^  0. However this case leads to a complicated inequality from 
(ot,ß\a,ß) which can be reduced to showing that if f (x)  satisfies:
eu~v f (u) — e~u+v f(v) = sinh(w — v)g(u, v) (5.19)
(where g(u, v) =  g(v, u)) then f (x)  is constant. Thus Kß is the only possible off diagonal 
boundary weight.
Solving (o,7|o;, 7) and (ß,y\ß,y)  one finds that
i q  = i q  = e~u sgn^-0) sinh (y +  u) (5.20)
works as long as sgn(7 — ß) =  sgn(oa — ß). These conditions were found to satisfy the rest 
of the reflection equations also. By symmetry it is immediate that KZj =  Kß also works if 
sgn{ 7 — a) =  sgn(ß — a).
Using symmetry we have eight solutions in total (5.21).
Allowing some diagonal solutions to be trivial
Let us assume that Kß =  0. The conditions given by (a, a|a:, a), (ce, ß\ß, a), (a, a\ß, 7) 
and (a,ß\y,a)  still apply since they do not involve diagonal weights. If we suppose that 
Kß 7^  0 then from (or, a\a,ß)  we have
(PP -  XX) K%Kß =  I ß P K ß K “
and from (o, ot\ß, a) we have
ig x iq iq  = (px- x p ) iq iq
which are inconsistent unless Kß =  0 or A® = 0. Similarly, if we take KZf 7^  0 then 
Ii'2 = Kp = 0. Continuing, we take A'® = 0 leaving KZ* as the only non-zero diagonal
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boundary weight. It follows that (cx,ß\o(,ß) yields the consistent condition K^Kß = 0 
and 7 —> ß or —> a give
/ “ (« +  v)iqiq  =  rß(u + v)K°aK%
thus we must take ^  0 which forces K? — 0. We are left with only K~’f, and /t'f 
as non-zero weights. Equation (7,0(7,/?) gives
rju - v)iqiq = q q  -  v)iqiq.
Together with the above result of (0,7(0, 7), one obtains
K'y —  e - u [ s g n ( ^ - a ) + s g n ( q - ß ) ]   ^ j ^ a  _  ^  ^ j ^ ß  _
Using symmetry we have three solutions in total (5.22).
5.2 B oundary  vertices
The following non-diagonal solutions with all nontrivial diagonal entries were found with 
the ordering taken as o < ß < 7 and matrix expressions {K *}:
 ^ e~u sinh(y — u) yu^sinh(2u) /ii3sinh(2u) ^
/i2isinh(2u) eu sinh(y + u) 0 >
\ ßsi sinh(2w) 0 eu sinh(y + u) )
(5.21)
 ^ e~u sinh(y — u) 0 yUi3sinh(2u) ^
0 e-u sinh(y — u) /u23 sinh(2u) 1
\ //3isinh(2w) /i32 sinh(2w) eu sinh (y + u) )
where only at most one of the /.i{j is non-zero for any one solution. For conciseness, some 
of the y terms do not correspond directly to the solution generators (5.17) and (5.20) but 
require a simple relative renormalisation of —1.
Choosing ßij = 0 we obtain diagonal solutions which correspond to a subset of the di­
agonal solutions (4.90) found in [29]. The restriction to the subset of the possible diagonal 
solutions follows from the off-diagonal weights being non-zero.
These diagonal solutions have been used to write down the Bethe ansatz equations for 
the model with open boundary conditions [89].
The following non-diagonal solutions with two trivial diagonal entries were found with 
ordering as above:
/  0 k 0 ^ (  0 0 k ^ ( e2u 0 0 >
k _ 1  0 0 ) 0 1 0 0 0 k
\  0 0 e - 2u ) \  k~l 0 0 ) \  0 A:-1 0 /
where k is an arbitrary constant.
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B o u n d a r y  ti les  as l im its  o f  b o u n d a r y  v e r t ic e s
The bulk weights of the model are modified by factors and yi in order to obtain 
a random tiling model [41].
cx_ß_
J n
2s gn( a - ß )  aX^xVaxß J (5.23)
where a x  ß is taken as the single element in {1,2, 3} — {o, ß}. The Yang-Baxter equation 
is satisfied with the intertwining weight having a modification with the factors yi but 
not X{. Since these intertwining weights determine the reflection equations, the factors 
Xi cannot affect the boundary solutions directly. One can readily show that the solutions 
found above for the unmodified weights are also invariant with the introduction of the 
yt terms. To arrive at the random tiling model the honeycomb limit is taken first. The 
spectral parameter is chosen to be u = — A in order to eliminate the weights w(a, a\a, o), 
that prevent equivalence with a honeycomb equivalent model. The remaining weights are 
factorisable into products of weights that correspond to vertices with three edges:
a_a_
ß t ß
a /  \ a  a \ 3  
ß \  /ß  ’ ß \ a
u =  —A . (5.24)
Since w(a, a\a, o) =  0 the combinations {e*,/3,7} are either cyclic or anticyclic combina­
tions of {1,2,3}. The correspondence with the nomenclature in [41] is relabelling {1,2,3} 
(or {1,2,0} modulo 3) as {.4,B,C}. Let us call the inverse of the labelling function n so 
that for example n(A) = 1. Then from the values of the bulk weights at u = —X
a a
ß ß
a 3
ß a 
a a
a a
(-A ) =  xQxpex s9n(a~ß) sinh (A) 
(-A) =  - * ^ " < “-«sinh(A)
(—A) =  0
the following symmetric factorisation is taken:
(5.25)
=  ^ /? Z n (a )y ^ e a^ A/2 ,
G  Q qi c
Xn{ß)yn^ (5.26)
where aaß  =  sgn(n(a) — n(ß)). In [41] the picture is rotated by 90° to the right, i.e.,
(5.27)
This alone gives a honeycomb lattice with periodic boundary conditions. For the case of 
generalised boundary conditions the honeycomb lattice obtained differs in the boundaries 
as well as in the bulk because of the similar differences in transfer matrices (row transfer 
matrix versus double row transfer matrix). Let us consider this transformation pictorially 
with a double row transfer matrix:
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Taking the spectral parameter to be u = —A induces the transformation (5.24) which is 
represented by
(5.29)
where the new edge is shown dashed for reference purposes only. Under this transformation 
the transfer matrix above becomes
Taking the triangular dual to this honeycomb representation as a lead up to the random 
tiling model we get
(5.31)
where the dotted lines identify two edges as the same edge.
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We can induce symmetry by identifying
(5.32)
through the equations
+
(5.33)
Relabel the states from A , B , C  to the three different cyclic permutations of 0 , + , — ac­
cording to angle of the edge. Following [41]
A,B,C +r»0 A,B,C -»0 > +
(5.34)
A,B,C 0,4-,-
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Under this relabelling the random tiling geometry is achieved 
by associating the + , —,0 as rotation angles of ±7t/12 relative to 
the triangles in a fixed lattice. In the bulk the 0 rotation angle 
corresponds to a diagonal of a square, for the boundary it corre­
sponds to the joining of a boundary tile and half square resulting 
in a compounded boundary tile. For the boundary tiles we obtain 
the following shapes that correspond to the matrix layout of the 
solutions (5.21,5.22)
0 0
Angles to scale
where the dashed lines correspond to empty edges. One can think of the random square- 
triangle tiling as a random triangle-triangle tiling with two different triangle tiles, one 
being obtained from a square cut along the diagonal. In the periodic case each of these 
isosceles triangles can only form pairs as squares, however with a non-trivial boundary 
they can be independant on the boundary.
5.3 Solutions of the RE for face models
The treatment above for finding off-diagonal solutions for the vertex model can be 
extended to the entire class of An  ^ face models. Recall that the bulk weights of these 
models are given by (4.21, 4.22)
= [1 + u] 
[1 ]
W ß U  -  u ]
[ a ß u \
V (/* ± v) (5.36)
875.3 So lu tion s o f  th e  R E  for An * face m odels
v
V
M / [aßV +  1 ][aßU -  1]
[1] v W^ ) 2 (5.37)
where aßU — aß — au and [u] = (7tu/L,p)  and we have dependency on the height a in
the ‘tag’ position. Making the association with the vertex representations (5.1) we find a 
similar argument applies in narrowing the range of equations we need in order to satisfy 
the RE down to eleven, made up of the ten we already encountered, (5.5), plus an extra 
one, (o ,/3,7, <$), due to there being more than three states for a £>3. Following (5.6) we 
use the notation
_  [1 + u] _  [aQß -  u] _  [ t t ]  ( [ d a ß  +  l ] [ a a ß  -  1]V /2
[1 ] ’ 0  W a ß ]  ’ ' ß[ 1 ] \  K ß Y  )
where a ^  ß for the bulk weights and
7
a +  7
ß
(5.39)
for the unknown boundary weights. Also take =  X% = P  for convenience. The RE is 
given by (5.3)
(5.40)
considered in terms of IRF language with the hieght a labelled. Once again we take the 
arguments u — v, u + v and u , v from left to right for the following bulk and boundary 
weights in the reflection equations (cf. the example (5.7)).
R eflection  eq u ation s
(a, Qr|or, a)
Y , P I ß ( K $ K * - k Z k ° ß ) = 0 (5.41)
ß ^ a
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(a,ot\a,ß)
ß  aE PI* K° K} = ]T I p *  I<° +
(a,oc\ß,ot)
PX f  Kp K° - X ßP lip K° = Y ,  X ßJ °  KI K° + IßX ß K* kp
1 ^Ot
(<*,<*\ß,ß)
P X ß(k*pKap - K $ K $ )  = (I
{(X,ß\<X,ß)
( / f  I<° kßp-  / |  kßp K * ) X ap + Y  K ß I<} -  K l  K°)  =  0
(Q',ß\ß,a)
ß ß ß ß
Y l ^ ( K * K l - K l K * )  = 0
(a ,a  |/3, 7 )
pxß kp K“ - x ßxi kp iq = ißx ß iq k$
(a,ß  |» ,t)
Ißx $  kl k ß + Y k ßk* qx°p iq + iq
8
{®,ß |/5, 7 )
E  k  k  - E  k  k  = X ßx $  kßp iq - x ßxj kp iq
8 8
(5.42)
(5 .43)
(5.44)
(5 .45)
(5.46)
(5 .47)
(5 .48)
(5.49)
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{<x,ß\7,(x)
Ilx} iq K% - rax} K i iq = jqxg k* iq - x*xi iq iq (5.50)
(<x,ß\l,ö)
Ißax} k °  k f  -  IJX}  k f  k °  = X ] X S0 k ß k f  -  x ßxi k ß k f (5.51)
A ssum ing diagonal solutions all non-trivial
7
From equation (a , a\ ß, ß)  it clearly follows that Kg(u)  —  k-yKg(u)  for a ^  ß.  We can 
then satisfy (a, a\a, a)  and ( a , ß\ ß, a)  if we have Kg K@ = K%Kg.
By (o, a|/5,7) with /3 H  7 we have Kg 0 —» i q  =  0 for all 7 ^  a or ß. We now 
suppose that Kg ^  0. Equation (o, a\ß,a)  with ß —> 7 implies K^ Kg — 0. Thus we must 
have K@ = 0 for 7 /  a or ß.
It is possible to solve (a , ß\ a, ß)  directly using the triple theta-function identity. Recall 
that it is the only equation for the case of diagonal boundary conditions. The solution is
0
i q ( u ) [apt +  7 — m] 
[aa + r]+ u]
g(u ) , [a>0 +  rj -  u] 
[ap + r]+ u]■9(u)
(5.52)
where 7 is arbitrary. Using this result in equation (a, a \ß,oc) we find
h ( u )  =  ■ Kf  M  =  M M » )  (5.53)[aa +  1 + 77 +  u\
where
g(u) = [aa +  1 + 7] +  u][aQ +  7 +  u][aa +  7 -  u][ag +  r\ +  u]h(u) (5.54)
relates the off-diagonal and diagonal boundary weights. Using Lemma 1 (on page 59) one 
can show that equation (ot,Oi\a,ß) also holds for these weights. The complete proof will 
be presented in [37].
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C o n c lu sio n
In this thesis the reflection equation and surface critical phenomena have been investigated 
for models based on the affine Lie algebras An \  B n \  Cn \  Dn'* and Such models
can be related in special cases to previously known models such as the ABF and dilute Al 
RSOS models. For the dilute Al model, in the appropriate regime, we have a universality 
correspondence with the two-dimensional Ising model in a magnetic field for which the 
magnetic surface exponent has been directly calculated here for the first time. New off- 
diagonal solutions of the reflection equation have also been found for A ^ . In the case of 
we have a mapping to boundary tiles of a random square-triangle tiling model.
Ongoing research related to this thesis is in tiling models with boundaries and off- 
diagonal solutions to the reflection equation for the above algebras. The Bethe ansatz 
solution for the tiling model with open boundaries corresponding to the diagonal solutions 
can be obtained from an appropriate modification of the result in [89] to include the 
modified bulk weights (5.23).
Currently the investigation of the reflection equation for three-dimensional models [49] 
is also underway.
Recently the elliptic diagonal solutions found here for the A face model have been 
used to find new solutions for the Zn symmetric Belavin model through the use of boundary 
intertwining relationships [34].
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